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How firm a foundation

University's 1986 homecoming
celebration recognized by CASE
"Wildlife at Murray State," the 1986 Homecoming celebration at
Murray State University, has received national recognition from the
Council for Advancement and Support Education CASE;(
According to Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs.
Homecoming '86, classified as a "Special Event" in the CASE competition. earned a bronze medal.
"Our entry competition portfolio was displayed at the National
CASE Assembly in Boston in mid-July," Herndon said. The entry included materials depicting on and off-campus alumni events, a list
of objectives and descriptions of events and supporting photographs
and newspaper articles.
"I feel like this is an award for the whole campus and the community." Herndon explained "It recognizes the work of hundreds of people whose contributions helped to make Homecoming '86 worthy of
this award."
She added that Susan Shaffer Zimmerman,'87, the Student Government Association Homecoming chairman, deserves special thanks
"for her countless hours of help in preparing the competition
portfolio "
-The award certificate, a full-color, 12-by-18-inch poster, is on
display in the office of Alumni Affairs, located on the fourth floor of
Sparks Hall
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Elsewhere...
By the Associaird Press

THE WESTERN ST.4TES - The West's worst outbreak-of forett
fires in 30 years closed campgrounds to holiday vacationers this
Labor Day as firefighters battled blazes that have charred an
estimated 970 square miles.
BALTIMORE - Seven-month-old boys who were joined at the head
are sleeping in separate cribs for the first time in their lives after a
risky 22-hour operation to separate them.
W ASHINGTON - President Reagan is bracing for a series of
September showdowns with Congress after sharing political reveries
with Republican Party senior statesman Alf Landon
NEW FORA - Education SecretarN,. William Bennett says he'd
consider a boost in spending after a report by top business leaders
said school reform has done little for the nearly one-third of
Ameriean pupils considered disadvantaged
BONN, West Germany - Erich Honecker travels to Bonn for the
first official visit by an East German Communist Party leader to
West Germany since the two nations were formed from the rubble of
Hitler's Third Reich
KANKAKEE,Ind. - The family of a kidnapped man was ready to
pay the $I million ransom but couldn't understand a garbled tape.
recording of the kidnappers' instrutions, police say.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - Early returns in national elections
showed the opposition Peronist Party headed for an upset victory
over President Raul Alf-onsin's Radical Civic Union in key races for
governorships and the House of Deputies. The surprising Peronist
strength appeared due to voter dissatisfaction with government
economic policy.
JERUSALEM - Two prominent Jewish activists were granted exit visas from the Soviet Union today, a spokeswoman for a Soviet
Jewish activist group said.
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Good news
for Murray
on 'Good
Morning'

Construction worker Kenneth Cleaver puts a twohy-four plank in place while working on the foundation of the
new Glendale Road Church of Christ. The church is holding services at '7th and Poplar in Murray while construction is underway at the new location.

Residents of the Murray and
Calloway County community
are being urged to tune in to the
Tuesday, Sept. 8 broadcast of
ABC's "Good Morning
America" for an exciting and
_ informative announcement of
local interest.
According to Steve Zea, executive vice president-of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, the announcement is something that
will bring national prominence
to the Murray area. "Although
we can't say at this time what
the announcement concerns,
we can say that it is something
we've been working on for
some time. We belive the people will be fascinated with what
they hear," he said.
"Good Morning America"
can be viewed locally on Murray Cablevision on WKRN,
Channel 2 in Nashville, Tenn.;
(Cont'd on page 2)

Staff photo by David Tuck

Jackson: he's seeking
Democratic nomination

Security forces
try to prepare
for everything,
even the pontiff
Thousands of security officers,
bullet-proof shields, dogs, metal
detectors, helicopters - even the
Mounties - will guard Pope John
Paul II during his nine-city U.S.
tour. The guardians can only hope,
however, that the pontiff
cooperates.
"One of the major problems is
the Holy Father himself," said
Deacon Norman Phillips, who is
working on security arrangements
for the San Francisco Archdiocese. "If he sees somebody
on crutches or in a wheelchair
there's no telling what he's going
to do."
"The pope wants to go out to the
people and the people want to go to
the pope," said Monsignor Roger
Morin, coordinator for the visit in
New Qrleans. "You like to dream
that things could be otherwise,
that there could be a freedom of
movement."
John Paul's second extended
visit to the United States begins
Thursday in Miami. In 10 days he
will also visit Columbia, S.C. New
Orleans; San Antonio, Texas;
Phoenix, Ariz.; Los Angeles;
Monterey, Calif.; San Francisco
and Detroit.
In Miami, security forces will
have the additional responsibility
of protecting President Reagan,
who will meet with the pope on

•

WASHINGTON 1AP - The
Rev. Jesse Jackson said today he
will seek the Democratic nomination for the presidency in 1988,
with a formal announcement of his
candidacy to be made next month.
"With the help of God and the
support of the American people ...
Oct. 10, during the period of the
Rainbow Coalition,convention in
Raleigh, N.C., I shall announce
my intentions at that time to seek
the nomination of the Democratic
Party for the presidency of the
Pope John Paul II
Thursday. In Los Angeles,, first
lady Nancy Reagan will join the
pope in visiting a school.
The Secret Service has a $5.7
million appropriation for protecting the pope, and millions more
will be expended by state and local
police and sheriff's offices along
the way.
The security challenge is commensurate with the popularity,
and unpopularity, of the bishop of
ROMe/Tens of thousands of friendly people are anticipated along
parade routes, and at gigantic
Masses in each city, and there will
be smaller numbers aggrieved
with church positions on women,
abortion, birth control, homosexuality and other issues.
(Cont'd on page 2)

United States of America."
Jackson said on ABC-TV's "Good
Morning America."
Jackson's planned entry places
him in a sizable field of
Democratic presidential
contenders.
"We're changing phases today.
We've been in the period of examination, testing the waters,
rather informal organization and
between now and Oct. 10, we'll be
(Cont'd on page 2)

More jobs, higher wages
something to cheer about
as nation marks Labor Day
- More
WASHINGTON API(
Americans are holding jobs than
ever before on Labor Day 1987, as
unemployment' hovers at a
decade-low 6 percent and wage increases are outpacing inflation.
It's giving workers something to
celebrate today.
"The labor movement is in the
midst of a period of renewal."
AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland said in his annual Labor
Day address this weekend. "In recent weeks we have seen victories
thatreverse some of the most painful setbacks of earlier years."
Richard Belous, a labor market

analyst for the Conference Board.
a business research group financed largely by Fortune 500 companies, said unions have seen their
darkest days in the past seven
years. But he does not see any
massive union resurgence on the
horizon.
Nonetheless, he pointed to some
positive signs for union
organizers.,
"Resentment among workers is
still very strong, and there are a
lot of people who feel they nave
been taken advantage of over the
(Cont'd on page 2)

W.A.T.C.H. begins seven days
of activities with fundraiser
Forecast
Monday will be partly sunny
with scattered thundershoOrs
developing in the afternoon.
High will be in the upper 80s
with southeast wind at 5 to 10
mph. Chances of rain will be 40
percent. Monday night will be
mostly cloudy with a 50 percent
'chance of showers and the low
In the upper 60s. Tuesday will
continue to be mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of_
thundershowers and the high in
the lower 80s.
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The W.A.T.C.H. Center on Main Street.
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West German hostage is released
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP — One
of two West Ctermaris held hostage
in Lebanon for more than seven
months was released today in
what his kidnappers called a
Syrian-brokered agreement with
the Bonn government, media and
government reports said.
State radio said an anonymous
caller claiming to speak for a
group of Shiite Moslem captors

•

told the government-run Lebanese
National News Agency that Alfred
Schmidt. 47, was freed in a south
Beirut suburb at 4 a.m. (9 p.m.
EDT Sunday).
A government spokesmin in
Bonn confirmed that Schmidt was
freed this morning and taken to
the West German Embassy in
Damascus, Syria. In a telephone
interview with The Associated

Local students participating
in `Growing Healthy' program

The Great Smoky Mountains National Park provides one of the world's most impressiv
e
displays in mid-October as this scene near Gatlinburg,in Eastern Tennessee displays. Below, auturnn color
in Chattanooga,
the Fall Color Cruise and Folk Festival combines color in the Grand Canyon of the
Tennessee River with
music, arts, crafts and live entertainment in late October.

Students in selected classrooms,
grades K-5, in Calloway County,
Paducah Independent, and St.
Mary's Elementary in Paducah
will continue with a new health curriculum called "Growing Healthy."
The system will be implemented
this year in Ballard County. also in
grades K-5.
•'Growing Healthy" is a nationally acclaimed elementary health
curriculum. Lesson plans use a
variety of audiovisual aides -and
materials that give children

W7.A•T.C.1-1•.•

"hands on" experience to help
them learn how health habits and
lifestyle choices effect their bodies.
Teachers and support personnel
are trained in using the curriculum
before they implement the curriculum. The materials for the curriculum,"Growing Healthy" have
been purchased for the classrooms
by the Purchase District Health
Department with a preventive
health block grant through the Kentucky Department of Health Services. The Health Department will
continue to work closely with participating schools during the life of
the proposal. The health department will also encourage school
systems in the Purchase Area to
Implement the curriculum.
During January 1986 and
January 1887 the Health Depart.
men't contacted all area schools
and invited them to participate in
the project. Schools will be contacted again during the coming
school year and encouraged to consider
implementing
the
curriculum.
It is essential for the success of
the project that parents, community organizations and other interested people become involved in
the Growing Healthy Project. For
more information on your school
becoming involved in "Growing
Healthy Project" contact Susan
Shields, Health Education Coordinator for the Purchase District
Health Department, at 247-1490.

(Cont'd from page I)
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Below the surface, evidence
Vatican Friday that the wide gram to visit the Center or teleMassachusetts Gov. Michae suggests that neither unions nor
availability of guns in the United
phone 759-1965 for more. informaDukakis a distant second.
workers in general have regained
States was a special concern.
tion.
Twenty-six percent of the
much clout, on either the
Democrats interviewed named
economic or political fronts
Jackson as their first choic.
despite the much ballyhooed sucDukakis was the choice of 11 percess of organized labor in the 1986
cent and Rep. Patricia Schroeder
election.
of Colorado was chosen by 9 perLabor contracts signed so far in
cent. Sen. Albert Gore of Ten1987 are producing smaller
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New esecutiye units with factory warranty
Twentyight of the Democrats
In addition, unions show no sign
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
interviewed had no preference in
that they have yet reversed seven
the poll, which was conducted with
straight years of declining
1,512 adult Americans last week.
memberships overall despite cutThe margin of error was plus or
ting the annual losses from 344,000
minus 4 percentage points.
in 1985 to just 21,000 last year.

Jackson...

Greenwood concert set at MSU
Grammy award winner Lee
Greenwood will kick off the 1987-88
concert season at Murray State
University with a performance on
Thursday, Sept. 10, in Lovett
Auditorium.
The concert, sponsored by the
University Center Board, is
scheduled at 8 p.m. Tickets for the
show cost $12 and all seats are
reserved.
One of country music's most in-

Houses not harmed
by woods fire Friday
The Calloway County FireRescue responed to a woods fire
Friday at approximately 7:50 p.m.
at Oaks Estate, according to
squad reporter Mike Sykes.
Due to the quick response of the
fire fighters, the fire, located between two houses, did little
damage and the houses remained
unharmed, Sykes said. Ronnie
Ross is the owner of the land.
Sykes said the cause of the fire is
undetermined at this time.

demand performers, Greenwood
was named "Male Vocalist of the
Year" by the Country Music
Association (CMA) and the
Academy of Country Music in
1984, and his song, "God Bless the
USA," garnered CMA "Song of the
Year" honors in 1985. In addition,
Greenwood received a Gra,mmy
for "Best Country Music Entertainer" in 1984.
Singer Michael Johnson will
serve as the opening act for the
Greenwood concert.
rat;
Tickets may be purchased in the
Student Government Association
office, located on the lower level of
the Curris Center on campus.
Other ticket outlets are World of
Sound in Murray; Disc Jockey in
Paducah; Boyd's Men's Store in
Hopkinsville; Betsy's Hallmark in
Benton; Hunt's Sporting Goods in
Mayfield; and Leach's Music in
Paris, Tenn.
Additional information about
the concert may be obtained by
callinE the SGA office, (502)
762-6951.

Those Catholics!
Have you ever wondered
about them?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

St. Leo Catholic Church
Invites you to attend
Mass
11:00 a.m.

Sunday
September 6

September 13

After the service there will be an opportunity
to meet and talk with members of the parish,
to ask questions — and to enjoy a doughnut
or two with coffee

401 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Press, the spokesman declined to
provide further details. He spoke
on condition of anonymity.
In West Germany, the
Hamburg-based Bud newspaper
said Schmidt had been handed
over to diplomats in Beirut Monday morning.
The kidnappers had be-en
demanding the release of a
Lebanese Shiite arrested in
Frankfurt, West Germany in
January Bonn has said it intends
to try the man on terrorism
charges in connection with a 1985
TWA hijacking during which a
U.S. Navy diver was murdered.
A statement in Arabic signed by
the group that claimed to hold
Schmidt and fellow West German
Rudolf Cordes. 53, was delivered
to a Western news agency in
Moslem west Beirut at 3 a.m.
today.
It promised Schmidt's released
"within the next few hours."
The statement said that because
of West German assurances and
Syrian efforts, the group would
free the engineer, who was kidnapped in west Beirut Jan. 20. Cordes
was abducted three days earlier.
The state radio said the National
News Agency received-the call at
10:55 am nearly eight hours
after the kidnappers released the
statement about Schmidt's imminent release.
In a statement released Friday.
the pro-Iranian Holy Warriors
said they would free of of two
German hostages withieT0 days if
the West German government
followed an agreement that had
been worked out.
The group did not give details in
either message of a possible
agreement with the West German
government.

Good news...

Pontiff...

W.A.T.c.H.

5,

Jobs...
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PERSPECTIVE

Looking Back

My conservative friend Grump
was sitting at the end of the bar, so
I took the next stool and told him
how pleased I was to see him so we
could discuss current events.
He gave me his usual suspicious
scowl and said: "What's it going to
be this time — the Bork appointment? You pinkos don't stand a
chance on that one."
I agree. As a matter of fact, I sort
of like Bork. Anyone who wears
that kind of beard has to be a closet
hippie.
"Then it's Jack Kemp, isn't it?
You're going to try to irritate my
stomach lining by bringing up this
trivia some media vultures dug up
about his military record."
Kemp? You mean because his
Army reserve unit was called up
during the Berlin crisis in 1981. But
he didn't have to go because he
wasn't physically fit? So he stayed
behind and led the AFL quarterbacks in passing? Listen, I know
how that can happen. When my
number was called, a military doc
told me that I had flat feet, was

nearsighted and had a curvature of
"Correct. It was the judgment of
the spine.
our commander in chief that it was
"So they rejected you?"
in the best interests of this country
No, they gave me arch supports
for Iran not to win the war with
and glasses, told me not to slouch.
Iraq because the ayatollah would
and a tough sergeant shoved me on
spread his fanatic revolution to the
the next train to boot camp. It was
rest of that volatile region, thus
just as well that they did. The kind
eroding our influence."
of physical wreck I was, I couldn't
Which is why 011ie sold weapons
have played quarterback anyway.
to Iran, so Iran wouldn't win the
"Then I hope you aren't going to
war with Iraq?
dredge up the 011ie North thing
"Don't confuse the issues. That
again. We've exhausted that sub.
was a different piece of strategy."
ject and you and your ilk have
Excuse me, sometimes I forget.
lost."
Anyway, by helping Kuwait, which
I concede defeat. 011ie is a gesupports Iraq, we're helping Iraq,
nuine hero. Even if he goes to jail,
even though Iraq has been supwhich is quite possible, he'll have
ported by the Soviet Unioirtight?
a special place in history for making lying a virtue. He has made
"Yes, but we must remember
every used car salesman stand tall. that in international
affairs, things
"Well, then on what subject are
cannot always be exactly as we
you seeking enlightenment?"
-.would like them."
It's this business in the Persian
Of course. And our ultimate goal
Gulf. I'm not sure which side I'm
is to see the Iran-Iraq war end, so
supposed to be on anymore. When there will be stability in
that
we went in there and reflagged
region?
those Kuwaiti tankers, it was
"I'm glad your feeble mind
because we were helping Iraq, grasps that obvious point."
right.
'
Thank you. But I'm still confus-
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Commonwealth Comment

Church.
Balls reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Steele on
Sept. 3.
Thirty years ago
Edgar Shirley, Rotarian,
presented a program at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by Thomas
Hogancamp.
Charles E. Rogers of 101 North
17th St., Murray, received his
degree from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Betty Sue Armstrong and
William M. Gentry Jr. were married Aug. 25 at Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Hal Shipley, pastor of Spring
Creek Baptist Church, is attending
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
Forty years ago
Boy Scout Troop 75 of Lynn
Grove held a campout on Kentucky Lake, according to a report
by Swann Parks, scribe. Hugh
Frank Miller is scoutmaster.
Head Coach Jim Moore of Murray State College is making plans
to welcome some 80 football candidates including 25 lettermen as
the team opens practice on Sept. 8.
Elaine Ahart and James M.
Brown were married Sept. 4 by the
Rev. B.G. Arterburn at his home.
The Rev. John Nelson is pastor
of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
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By Mike Royko

U.S. gulf policy burns at both ends

All motorists have experithat truckers often refer to
enced the fright of glancing
the books as comic books.
at a rear view mirror only to
Still, "black boxes" would
see an 18-wheeler bearing
not be tamper-proof. If truckdown on their license plates. ers tamper
with logbooks,
Even more frightening is
would they not tamper with a
knowing that some of those
black box' Another concern
truckers are almost too is that even
if state inspectors
weary to keep their eyelids cooperated
with the federal
open after being at the wheel governm
ent to check black
too long.
boxes at inspection stations,
Because of just such expe- the driver
who exceeded the
riences, truck safety prob- speed
limit or drove for too
lems are finally getting the long could
have been fired or
attention they deserve in Con- could have
quit before his
gress. A three-part truck lawless
ness is discovered. Insafety bill sponsored by U.S. spection
would have to be freSen. John Danforth, R-Mo., quent.
and Brock Adams, D-Wash., is
Antilock brakes, though.
designed to keep unsafe
should be imperative. They
trucks and unfit drivers off
have been proven effective in
the highways.
Europe at shortening stopIn brief, the bill proposes
ping distance and improving
use of "black boxes" that
handling. Why shouldn't
monitor a rig's speed and inAmerican motorists be entiservice time, installation of
tled to the same degree of
antilock brakes now in use in
truck safety as Europeans?
Europe and lifting "the comBesides, the brakes would
mercial zone exemption- that
eventually become standard
now allows many local
equipment. They would not be
haulers to escape federal inretrofitted because costs
spection.
would be great.
The bill should be passed,
The "commercial zone exthough we are skeptical that emption - that,
allows many
"black boxes" will work any local haulers to avoid inspecbetter than the logbook sys- tion should be lifted. The sand
tem. Certainly, though, the and gravel lobby, which repneed exists for additional resents many local haulers,
truck monitoring. .Statistics opposes this part of the Dantestify to the need: Driver fa- forth-Brock bill since so
tigue causes as much as 41 much of the industry's busipercent of heavy truck acci- ness is in commercial areas
dents. and one in three intere- where the exemption now exstate highway truck drivers ists. If states and localities
exceeds the government's aren't providing inspection in
work rules. Federal regula- commercial zones, as is the
tions prohibit truck drivers .case in many cities nationfrom driving more than 10 wide, then maybe it is time
hours a day or more than 70 for the federal government to
hours in an eight-day period,
step in.
Legislation has been
When motorists tool down
prompted. in part, by the the highway, they should extrucking industry's miserable pect truck drivers to be wide
record in managing its log- awake and trucks to be
books. Abuse is so widespread mechanically safe.

Ten .•.ears ago
A reunion of Murray Training
School, Murray College High
School a.. 'niversity Lab School
is plan • • Oct. 29 at Murray
State Cnive sity, according" to
Wilson Gantt and Dan Shipley. cochairmen of the steering
committee.
Linn Stanak. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Stranak has been awarded
the Doctor of Arts degree by Middle Tennessee State University.
He now teaches and coaches at
Montreat•Anderson College of
North Carolina.
Marriages announced include
Karen Denise Curd to Steven Dale
Steele at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, and Patsy
Mathis to Terry Lynn Bethel at
First Baptist Church, both on Aug.
6
Twenty years ago
SP4 Joe Pat Cohoon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Cohoon, is now
home from Vietnam. He now will
be stationed at Fort McPherson,
Ga.
Judy Kelso and Ellen Watson
were named Senior 4-H Champions at Purchase Area Achievement meeting held Sept. 1 at Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rudolph
will obser0 their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 9.
Andrea Lu Lassiter and Bp
Thomas Hogancamp were married Aug. 19 at First Baptist
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Royko Says

Staying awake
and alive
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By Michael D. Ward

Police technology on the up-swing
With advancing technology.
crime in this country is becoming
much more sophisticated.
Consequently, our means of
combatting it has to keep pace.
Each year millions of dollars are
poured into various police agencies which are used toward
research and development of the
latest in scientific equipment.
We are beginning to reap the
benefits of our investment.

of catching crooks with voice
prints.
Like fingerprints, which are unique to each person and have varying points of identification, the
wavy images left by the sound of a
human voice also has its own identifiable patterns that expert examiners say can come from only
one individual.
At this stage of development,
however, it takes a very expensive
Take fingerprints for instance... and sophisticated machine to pick
This type of analysis has been up such voice prtnts. This machine
around since the late 1800's, but its works like a polygraph, meaning
use has been pretty much limited nothing to the ordinary eye, but
to a crime scene where a very represents valuable data to a
clear latent print was lifted and qualified speech examiner.
The Los Angeles Sheriff's
matched up with a suspect already
Departm
ent is conducting a pilot
identified or perhaps even
project by using one of these
apprehended.
In many more instances than machines in its office.
If we can perfect this type of innot, latent fingerprints lifted at the
strument. the possibilities in
scene turned out to be useless.
Now, however, we have two ad- crime fighting are obvious. Such
vances in this area of crime detec- machines can be placed near bank
tion. One is that through certain tellers, on the telephones of police
equipment, we can actually take stations, near the counters and
fingerprints off of the human cash registers of almost any
business, and any other place
body. This is particularly true in
crimes of violence where the guil- where criminal activity is likely to
ty culprit has caused bruises or take place by the assistance of the
human voice.
pinches on the victim.
Lastly, for the point of this
The technology of automated discussion, we turn to highway
safety. Here, the video camera is
fingerprint identification (AFIS
is being refined rapidly and has beginning to take over. Some
already scored notable successes. police agencies in this country are
Basically, this is the means by experimenting with putting video
which latent fingerprints lifted at cameras in the front of police
a scene are fed into the computer cruisers. This way every routing
and the computer has the stop of a traffic violator is recordclassification schemes and iden- ed. Perhaps if the video camera
tification' points of literally becomes standard equipment, and
thousands of other persons who is known to the public to exist, it
will serve as a deterent to those
have been in trouble with the law
before. This may provide for quick who might do harm to our police
identification and linking up those officers making routine traffic
stops.
prints with those on file.
Lastly, in regard to video, some
This has been a boom to
criminal investigation, especially law enforcement agencies in this
in the tracking down of serial country are also studying the use
murders with previous criminal of linkup of speed radar guns with
records where their prints had either a video or still-frame
camera.
been taken and kept on file.
This concept is being used with
We are also beginning to venture into the advanced technology great success in Germany. The

ed. When we went in there with our
ships to protect the reflagged
Kuwaiti ships, which is to Iraq's advantage, didn't we ask Iraq to kind
of cool it, to stay out of the
ayatollah's face for a while?
''I believe such a request was
made, although in more formal
diplomatic language than your
pseudo-ghetto jargon."
Forgive me. I'll have to read
George Will more often. But what
I'm trying to say Is that we asked
Iraq to stop zapping Iran's oil wells
and ships.
"Yes, we did."
And we did that because if Iraq
kept zapping Iran, then Iran would
try t get even by going after our
ships, us being pals with Iraq these
days.
"Your grammar is hopeless, but
that was the general idea."
So tell me, what the heck is going on? We send our ships and
sailors in there because we want to
keep the peace so Iraq doesn't lose
the war, and now Iraq is bombing
the hell out of Iran's oil rigs and
ships and escalating the war. So
what does President Reagan do
now?
"We have made it clear to Iraq
that we do not approve of their
most recent actions."
Yeah, and Iraq has made it clear
that they don't care if we don't approve. So what do we do now if Iran
goes after our ships?
"Obviously, we would have to
retaliate against Iran. A military
response would be in order."
But why don't we retaliate
against Iraq for causing this problem by attacking Iran when we
asked them not to.
"Because we are trying to help
Iraq achieve a peaceful settlement
of its differences with Iran."
I get it. Iraq is helping us help
them achieve this peaceful settlement by attacking Iran, so that
Iran will get mad and attack us for
helping Kuwait, which is helping
bankroll Iraq in its war with Iran.
Do you think that's Reagan's peace
plan?
"I'm sure our commander in
chief has a complete grasp of the
situation."
I hope so. But if any of our ships
are hit, and our sailors are killed,
that'll be a lot of lettering to put on
a tombstone. Of course, we could
simplify it.
"How?"
We can just say: Killed in Action
During Brand X War.

GaRAPVIVE

raaar gun is posed on the top of an
overpass, and when a car passes
underneath going at an illegal rate
of speed, the radar gun — which is
pointed toward the offending vehicle — triggers a camera which
takes a picture of the license
number. This way, violators simply receive their citations in the
mail.
With the budget restraints of
most police agencies causing
manpower shortages, look forward to seeing this technology used more and more in this country.
These are just a few of the advances in technology which are
making their way into law enforcement. And we can expect
many more dynamic changes in
the future.
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No Limit
Expires 9-9437
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Shirts

One HOUR
DRY
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Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

Central Shopping Center
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon
of Brewers will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 13.
A reception will be held at their
home from 2 to 4 p.m. with their...
children as hosts.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bohannon wert
married Sept. 14, 1937. by the Rev.
C.M. Johnson at Morganfield.
Their attendants were the late
Geneva Wilkins Clark and Roy
Clark.
The Bohannons owned and
operated a general store at
Brewers until just recently when
they retired.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Beth Pilgrim and husband,
Robert, of Huntsville, Ala.: and
two sons. Johnny Bohannon and
wife, Toni, of Murray and Terry
Bohannon and wife, Teresa, of
Brewers.
Their five grandchildren are
Todd Bohannon, Tyler Bohannon,
Ginny Pilgrim and Andrew
Pilgrim.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon

Tri-State
play at Oaks
Tri-State Ladies' Golf play will
be Wednesday, Sept. 9. at Oaks
Country Club.
Play will start at 9 a.m. No
regular ladies' day activities will
be scheduled Wednesday.
Melva Hatcher, golf hostess for
play on Sept. 2, has released the
following winners:
Championship — Laura Parker,
low gross. Berlene Brewer, low
net;
First flight — Doris Rose, low'
gross, Ada Roberts, low net;
Second flight — Sue Stone, low
gross;
Third flight — Melva Hatcher,
low gross, Hazel Beale, low net;
Fourth flight — Marge Foster.
low gross, Bobbie Burks, low net.

Ian McKellen
will be in show
BOSTON (AP) — 'Tis better to
meet Shakespeare in a theater
than in a classroom, says the Tony
Award-winning British actor Ian
McKellen.
McKellen, who is preparing a
one-man show using the bard's
works, said the teaching of
Shakespeare in schtol probably
"should be banned by international law."
"Many people first meet
Shakespeare as an academic subject which causes pain," the actor
said in an interview at the Charles
Playhouse, where he will perform
Tuesday through Oct. 4.
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By Abigail

Local couple to be married 60 years
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin of 717
Sycamore St., Murray. will
observe their 60th wedding anniversary on Thursday. Sept. 10.
A family event will be on that
date at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
The couple was married Sept.
.10, 1927, in Stewart County. Tenn.,
With the Rev. Dee Knight performing the ceremony. They moved to
Calloway County in 1945 and are
members of Grace Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Irvin, the former Grace
Futrell, is the daughter of the late
Cullen Futrell and Ella Vinson
Futrell of Stewart County, Tenn.
Mr. Irvin is the son of the late
Finis Irvin and Fannie Berkley Irvin of Trigg County.
They have one son, Cullen E. Irvin and wife, Alma, and three
daughters, Mrs. Robbie
Trevathan, Mrs. Ella Moody and
husband, Robert, and Mrs.
Catherine Glass and husband.
Cecil, all of Murray.
Their grandchildren are Mrs.
Sandra Harper and husband,
Gary. Michael Irvin, Sheila Irvin,
Cullen Moody and wife, Barbara,
and Candi Glass, all of Murray:
Mrs. Charissa Finney and husband, Keith. Charleston. S.C.;
Christopher Glass andhis wife.
Robin. Cabot. Ark.; and Mrs.
Carmen Corso and husband, Pat.
Mr. and Airs. Roy Irvin
San Jose, Calif.
Their great-grandchildren are
Rachel Finney. Erin Finney and
S.C.: Casey Clark and Raven
Geremy Harper of Murray; Michael Finney of Charleston. Clark.
Cabot. Ark
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Treatment of Abandoned Pets
Makes Readers Purr and Hiss
DEAR ABBY: "Pet Sympathizer
in Hollandale, Wis." completely
ruined my day when she described
what her husband did when he
found a mother beagle and her pup
on their doorstep half-dead from
starvation and- thirst in 96-degree
weather. He got his gun and quickly
put them out of their misery! The
sheer lack of compassion on the
part of these farmers horrified me.
Instead of water and nourishment,
these animals were greeted with
bullets!
I was reminded of Maude's oftheard statement: "God will get you
for that!" In this case, I hope he
does.
CRISTINE FERTILE, CHICAGO

DEAR ABBY: The next time a
stray dog shows up on my father's
farm, I'll send it to you! You can
judge whether it has been infected
with rabies, distemper, internal
parasites or other diseases that will
be transmitted to pets, and possibly
people. You can also pay for having
the animal vaccinated, wormed,
neutered or spayed. Then you can
find a "pet rescue group" that will
accept it.(And if you live in a rural
area, good luck.)
Abby, abandoned dogs often
travel in packs and are a threat to
pets and livestock. Save your
criticism for people who dump dogs
and cats on rural roads in the first
place.
SONDRA KRUEGER
FELDSTEIN,
GAITHERSBURG, MD.

DEAR CRISTINE: Thanks. I
needed your letter. You and 1
were pathetically outnumbered.
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
A sample of the oppositidn:
"Pet Sympathizer" illustrates the
lack of understanding between city
people and farmers. Farmers have
DEAR ABBY: Your harsh criti- all the animals they can afford, and
cism of "Pet Sympathizer" for they can't run an abandoned pet
putting the two starved, abandoned service for all the animals that get
dogs out of their misery was not dumped on their property. "Pet
only arrogant, it was flat-out stupid. Sympathizer's" husband mercifully
Those farmers are dedicated to a life shortened the dogs' ordeal. You city
of taking care of animals. They eat, folks should walk a mile in a
sleep and breathe animal care! farmer's workshoes before you
Abby, for you to sit in your air- criticize.
conditioned office, unskilled, unGRACE FEIST,
trained in animal care, and maliSEVILLE, OHIO
ciously damn them is the height of
muddleheadedness! You suggested
DEAR READERS: Score:
that the farmers take the animals to Cristine, Abby,and a handful of
the Humane Society. Look at a map. naive city dwellers: 26. RealisThey were 60 miles from the nearest tic rural folks: 360 — and still
city. Also, what percentage of counting.
animals taken to the Humane
* ••
Society are adopted? Perhaps 20
percent — and those are ihe cutest
and healthiest. Why should these
DEAR ABBY. Please encourage
farmers prolong the agony of the your readers to spay or neuter their
dogs, then take a day out of their pets. Nothing is more heartbreakbusy lives to drive them 120 miles ing than to have to take the life of
where they would be put to death a your*, healthy animal.
anyway?
NANCY CELANI-BAKER,
They were 100 percent right, lady.
DOUGLASVILLE, GA.
You blew it!
BUCK JOINER, MAUI

INTRODUCING
Faye Childress
Faye Childress
RR 1, Box 93
Dexter, KY 42036
Phone 753-3932

Jose' Eber, hair stylist, is pictured with Judy Curd. right. and Shere
Walker, left, owners of Judy and Shere's Beauty Salon in Murray, at
the Eber Style Show held Aug. 24 in Indianapolis. Ind. Eber is
featured on "Hour Magazine" and "lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous." He also is the author of a book, "Shake Your Head Darling." His staff from one of his salons in Beverly Hills. Calif., created
30 makeovers for the audience to see at the show. Eber also gave Ups
and pointers on how to have a more successful and profitable salon.
Others attending from Judy and Shere's were Gary Murdock, Valerie
McClure and Cindy Vance, Rosetta Burkeen was unable to attend.

Luncheon, bridge, golf
planned at Murray Club
Ladies' day activities will be at
Golf with Peggy Shoemaker and
Murray Country Club on Wednes- Frances Richey as hostesses will
day. Sept. 9.
start at 9 a.m. Anyone wishing to
A luncheon will be served at play may make up their own four11:45 a.m. with Brenda Marquardt some or come and be paired at the
and Jeanetta Williams as co- tee.
chairmen of the event. ReservaWinners of golf play on Sept. 2
tions should be made by today.
have been released by • Diane
Other hostesses will be Kathey Villanova and Venela Sexton.
Beach, Carleen Belcher, Joni Bill- hostesses, as follows:
ington, Darlene Blalock, Sharon
Championship flight — Mary
Brown, Marilyn Delaney, Emmy Bogard:
Edwards, Gayellaverstock, Janet
First flight — Diane Villanova
Housden, Kathy McCallon, Sue was medalist of day and also winMcCoart, Joyce McCoy, Frankie ner of flight. Ethelene McCallon,
McNutt, Pat Mattis, Nancy Miller, Asecond:
Margarita Marsden, Ruth 11 Second flight — Anna Mary
Pickens, Eileen Partner, Marion Adams and Lula Bingham tied for
Posey, Pam Scott, Jenny Sue first place;
Smock, Odessa Stubblefield.
Third flight — Mary Frances
Margaret Simmons, Lanette Thur- Bell, first. and Billie Cahoon,
man, Nancy Walston; Jo Cleta second;
Williams and Cathy Young.
Fourth flight — Dana
Bridge with Frances Matarazzo Stonecipher, first, and Frances
and Barbara Brandon as hostesses Richey, second;
will start at 9:30 a.m.
Overall putts — Betty Stewart.

•

NEW AitatieALS
My Damon LOVINT • W.sdorn
ch,e, The ToT • Crocodile Dundee
Bedroom Window • 7 Am.gos
An.i.. 11 cow. 10
ism I pet.-1111pet.

OWES TO 60
Cheri Theatre Lobby

Woodmen of the World takes pride in introducing
our new Field Representative.
Trained in our complete service of insurance
and fraternal benefits, our Representative will be glad
to discuss your needs. A telephone call will bring
complete information and no obligation.
F
:•4

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOW ()Mr( OMANA

'The
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FAMILY Fraternity"

NEW YORK AP — Michael
Jackson's manager scoffs at
reports of outlandish quirks'
ascribed to the reclusive singer
and says. "We see ourselves as a
couple of regular guys."
'He's utterly devoted and very
disciplined," Frank Dileo said in
an interview in the Sept. 14 issue of
People magazine. "It sounds boring and stupid, like I'm hiding
something. but I'm not.•'
He denied that Jackson propos
ed marriage to actress Elizabeth
Taylor or that he maintains it
shrine to her at his 22-room Encino. Calif., mansion.
-Yes, they are very good
friends. They dine together occasionally and visit," Dileo said.
Dileo said Jackson is also close
to Sophia Loren, Spanky Macfarland of the movies "Our'
Garig.":Marlon Brand° and Liza
Minelli.
The manager ridiculed suggestions that Jackson takes hormone
shots, had surgery on his eyes or
cheekbones and had his skin
'chemically or surgically
lightened.
He admits that Jackson had his
nose done — "as every person in
Hollywood has. Elvis did, Monroe
did" — and that he had a cleft put
in his chin.

Bill Cosby appcws
at school assembly
LOS ANGELES (API— Bill
Cosby made a surprise appearance to offer encouragement
and advice to 1.600 black teenagers on the importance of making the best of an education.
The comedian told participants
In the Young Black Scholars program that after college, "It's up to
you to come out hot and heavy."
The program was started by
black Los Angeles-area profes•
sionals to encourage black high
school students to go on to college
Cosby made an unannounced appearance Saturday at an
academic pep rally at the University of California at Los Angeles
for students with a grade point
average of at least 3.2 on a scale in
which 4.0 is an A and 3.0 a B.
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Catch the
Murray State Racers
and UT Martin
Football Game
FREE NEARING TEST

Murray Cable
Channel 11
Mon. at 3 p.m.
Tues. at 7 p.m.

•Hewing Aids Sold On 30 Day Trial
•Betterlea/Seryice Al Makes
Board Certified Hearing Aid Specialists

753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.
Hewett' Aid Centex
204 11 4th. Money
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Community events are listed
Monday', Sept. 7
J.V. Football game between
Murray High and Calloway High
will be at Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. This
will be the last day the museum
will be open until June of 1988.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
Masonic Lodge, 1315 Main St.,
Benton, at 8 p.m.
————
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
———
Tuesday,Sept.8
Murray Girl Scout Core will
meet at 7 p.n. at Girl Scout Cabin.
For information call 753-0163.
————
First Baptist Church GAs will
have a progressive dinner with the
group to leave from the church at
5:30 p.m
Homemakers Clubs Will meet as
follows: New Providence with
Debbie Gibbs and Paris Road with
Mattie Bus&r. both at 1 p.m.:
South Murray has changed its
meeting to Sept 15.
————
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
has changed its meeting to Sept
22.
Executive Board of Purchase
Council Pioneers will meet at
11:45 a.m at Seven Seas
Restaurant, Murray.
————
Murcay TOPS take off pounds
sensibly+ Clubk-wilt meet at 7 p.m
at Calloway County Health Center
————
Murray Lions Club will meet at

Tuesday, Sept.8
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
————
Pack Committee for Cub Scout
Pack 76 of North Calloway Elmentary School wil meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant. For information call 759-9226.
Lost Chord Club willmeet at 6:30
p.m. in Claltsroom 3, Lourdes
Hospital, Puducah. For information call 1-442-1310.
————
Murray High School Soccer
Team will play St. Mary's at Cutchin Field. Murray, at 4.30 p.m.
————
Kentucky Retirement Teachers
Association will have a workshop
at 8:30 a.m. at Kenlake Hotel. For
a ride call Virgil Grogan, Bob
Hendon. Bill Cherry or Vonda
Gibson.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m.; Story Hours at
10:30 a.m., 3:30p.m. and 6:30p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Ellis Center, Murray, from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Olympic Plaza,
Murray, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m
This will be for blood pressure.
diabetes and anemia
Alzheimer's Support Group will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
———
Caricer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of MyrayCalloway County Hospital.,
———
Living with Diabetes. will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor education
unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
————
New Concord Ladies' Bible

Your individual
Horoscope
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opie

(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Etrs of omission Could occur on
the job I kin't expect co workers to
read your mind Be explicit in
conuminications and realistic about
objectives.
TAURUS
(4r 20 to May. 20)
Try not to be too critical of loved
ones Ytiu rely on yi sir imagination
tonight. but may not. be sure about an
ethical question

GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
A flip remark can hurt others'
feelings now Don't- be moOdy with
family members. Friends can lead
you astray regarding financial concerns tonight ,
CANCER
(June 1110 July 22)
1w concerned with the little
things Regarding your career, it's the
larger picture that needs to reevaluated Watch tlitichiness with
close ties

LEO
(July 2:1 to Aug 22)
You profit from St((10(1 financial
advice, though it -may be difficult to
agree on travel plans now Be attentive in talks with others. Mix-ups
could easily occur...

VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's better to shop Mode' now.
Differences could easily arise with
others_ In romance, keep your feet on
the ground. Watch credit card spending tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to(k-i. 22)
A talk with a close tie could leave
you even more confused. Others
seem to become more evasive when
YOU press for clarification now. Don't
belabor a point.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
•
(4116
Double-check
information
received from others for clerical
errors. Details seem to overwhelm

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city
As
WAGON
WELCOME
Representative, It's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

you and concentration is disturbed.

SAGITTARIUS

sto

Hostess Kathryn Outtend 753-3079
AGM Hostess Ingeborg King 492-9348

Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
Kentucky Wesleyan at 6 p.m. in
Racer Arena. Admission is free.
Groups of CWF of First Christian Church will meet as follows:
III with Mrs. Jim Hart at 11 a.m.
for a potluck luncheon; IV at 12
noon in Fellowship Hall of church:
I with Judy Eldredge at 7:30 p.m.
————
Mothers' Morning Hour will be
at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
_
Cir'cles of First United
Methodist Church will meet at 9:30
a.m. as follows: Alice Waters and
Faith Doran at church; Bessie
Tucker with Lois Sparks:
Maryleona with Gretchel Ross.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church
WMU will meet as follows: Rebecca Whittaker at Fellowship Hall at
2 p.m.: Louella Beddoe with
Genevieve. Adams and Lottie
Moon with'Iluth Caldwell, both at 7
P.m.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers. from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850: LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center
————
Wednesday,Sept.9
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1S50.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will be Bible Study at 10 a.m.:
Prayer meeting, Youth
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m.

(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Others are quick to take offense,so
think twice before making that
remark. Be careful with finances
tonight.
CAPRICORN
(1)ec 22 to Jan. 19)
.
Even the most harmless remark
could offend a sensitive family member. Delay making important domestic decisions for now.
AQUAVITS
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
It's hard to get the facts straight
now Minor misundertandings could
easily occur Someone may not be
teihng you the truth.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
soisht
Proceed carefully in financial dealing: with others. Borrowing and
lending money are not favored; you
don't need sale items.
IF BORN TODAY, you are good at
nranaging the affairs of others, but
may mit always be wise in handling
your own funds. Financial success is
important to you, but you have to
avoid ate extremes of overspending
Don't become so swamped with
Events at First Presbyterian
detail that you fail to lee the larger
picture. You may have an interest in Church will include choir rehearsal at 6:30 p.m. and session
law, research and public service
Writing could also appeal to you. meeting at 7:30 p.m.
————
Birthdate of: Patsy Cline, country
Events at Memorial Baptist
singer; Antonin Dvorak, composer:
anti Frankie Avalon, singer.
Church will include prayer

A

Events at First .United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.M., Wesley Luncheon at 11:30
a.m. and Youth Club at 5 p.m.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. as follows: Hannah with
Suzanne Keeslar, Ruth Wilson
with Sue Costello and Wesleyan
with HelejaBeal.
————
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at shurch.
————
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at Church.
————
Sweat 30 Aerobics will start at
12:30 and 5:30 p.m. in south gym of
Carr Health Building, Murray
State University. For information
call 762-6791 or 762-4458.
————
Persons may make reservations
for workshop in drawing with
pastels by Dale Leys on Sept. 15
and 16 at Murray Art Guild today
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Art Guild.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Chapman's Grocery at Dublin
and at Fristo Grocery and
Restaurant, West Viola, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
• .--Events at Calloway Public
Library will include, Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club Will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 11:45 a.m.
————
Tri-State Ladies' Golf Tournament will start at 9 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
Free blood pressure checks will
be given for senior citizens from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center which will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m.'to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Harris Grove at 10 a.m. at
Ellis Center. Pacers at 9:30 a.m.
and Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn; South Pleasant Grove at
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Dayle
Humphreys.

Mon.-Thurs. Evening Buffets
a..sorted

meat entiecs. soup

Friday Night Seafood Buffet

'1 325

Health Express here Tuesday
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at Ellis
Center, Murray, from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Olympic Plaza, Murray, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. At this time blood pressure, diabetes and anemia will
be taken, according to the schedule released by the hospital. Colo-recital
cancer kits are available at all,stops of the- Health Express for a $4
charge.

Lindsey LaShell Lamb born
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Lynn Lamb of Rt. 5, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Lindsey LaShell, weighing eight pounds nine ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Tuesday. Aug. 25, at 10:4.4 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy Wyatt.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lamb of Rt. 5, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wyatt of Rt. 1, Kirksey. Great-grandmothers are
Mrs. Josephine Tucker of Henderson and Mrs. Joyce Wyatt of Murray.
A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Dessie Green of Rt. 5, Mayfield.
•

William Adam Hunter kor
Mr. and Mrs. Stoney J. Hunter of Rt. 4, Benton, are tftepai1ents
son, William Adam, weighing eight pounds six ounces, measuring 21 in
born on Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 5:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Kimberly Kaye Price.
Grandparents-are Bill and Sherry Price, Rt. 1, Hardin, and Bill arid
Frances. Hunter, Rt. 8, Benton.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Thomas Noel of Kirksey from Community, Mayfield; Clinton
Moore of Murray, Billy Travis of Farmington and Joe Treas or Kirksev
from Lourdes, Paducah.
•

Lucas James McCallon born

Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCallon of Rt. 7, Box 503, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Lucas James, weighing five pounds 15 ounces, measuring 19 inches. born on Thursday, Aug. 13, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother, the former Kim Travis, is on leave from Storey's Food
Giant. The father is employed at Ryan Milk Co. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton McCallon and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Travis, Rt. 7, Murray. Great-grandparents are Chesley Travis of Lynnville, Mrs. Rachel
Williams of Rt. 7, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bane of Hardin, and
Mrs..William H. Kimbro and Mrs. James McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray.

Beef Burgundy recipe listed
Better
13) NANCY'BY
Homes and Gardens Food Editor

Drain, reserving drippings in
casserole. Crumble bacon and set
aside. Stir flour, bouillon granules
and basil into drippings. Add beef,
undrained tomatoes and wine;
mix well. Cook, covered, on high 2
minutes, stirring once. Cook,
covered, on 50 percent power
medium 15 minutes, stirring
twice. Stir in onions and
mushrooms. Cook, covered, or:
medium 12 to 18 minutes more until meat and vegetables are
tender, stirring twice. Sprinkle
crumbled bacon on top. Serves 2.

You'd have to allow 11,2 hours to
make beef burgundy the conventional way. With this recipe you
can have two servings ready in
about 30 minutes.
Microwave Beef
Burgundy for two
2 slices bacon
4 teaspoons all-purpose flour
.
12 teaspoon instant beef bouillon
granules
1.4 teaspoon dried basil, crushed
it pound boneless beef stew
meat, cut into 12-inch cubes
Nurition analysis per serving:
PT-ounce can tomatoes, cut up
255 cal.. 26 g pro., 14 g carbo., 8 g
14 cup dry red wine
fat, 67 mg chol., 434 mg sodium.
it cup frozen pearl onions
8 small whole fresh mushrooms U.S. RDA: 13 percent vit. A, 26
In a 1 -quart casserole percent vit. C, 15 percent
microcook bacon, loosely covered, eithiamine, 19 percent riboflavin. 33
on 100 percent power (high) for 2 percent niacin, 24 percent iron, 27
'
to 2L2 minutes or until done. percent phosphorus.

795

with live entertainment

Sunday Noon Buffett
Excellent food. service & fine
dining room atmosphere"

Beauty pageants scheduled
The Sunburst U.S.A. Beauty Pageants will hold a preliminary at Holiday Inn, U.S. Ffighway 641 South, Murray, on Saturday, Sept 26.
Registration for 1-3 boys and. girls will begin at 9:30 a.m. with the
pageant beginning at 11 a.m. Registration for 4-27 year-old girls will
begin at 12:15 p.m. with the pageant beginning at 11 a.m. Deadline to
enter is Friday, Sept. 18. Entries will be taken at the door with a 85 late
charge. Holiday Inn will present a special gift to the high-point overall
wnner. For entry and more information call Sherry Heller, state director. at 1-615-645-7120 or Karen Barlow at 1-502-395-8207.

felt 1 was an
• embarrassment to my family
and myself. But at Diet Center
1 pit the support 1 needed to
lose weight without feeling
hungry or depressed. 1 lost .141
pounds in 12 months and
1've nevt...r gained it back:'
Ifiyou want
to lose weight
List and keep it
off, call 1)iet
Center todav.

s605

Saturday Night Country Buffett

DATEBOOK

-.At 202 pounds. 1

salad. vegetable bar. drink & dessert

Lnds Friday, Sept 2!,th Look for
future ads for Kenlake's new Friday
night dining experience

PAGE 5

"I wasabig
embarrassment
to mykids:'

BEST BUFFETS
IN THE AREA!

40Diet
Cen er

$795

Thursday Senior Citizen Luncheon 11-2 $395
Plus FREE bingo 1:30-2:00

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
94 East, Aurora

inme_

Tuesday, Sept.8
Class will meet at 1 p.m For information call 436-2518 or 436-2231.
————
Dancing with music by Bill
James and the Wonder Band will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
———
Prayer Coffee by Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Freda Lovett.
————
Legion of Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 5 p.m. with-officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
A Social Security representatiVe
will be at Miller Courthouse-Annex
from 10 a.m to 12 noon.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion_ Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Danceaerobicf classes will start
at 5:30 .m. in south gym of Carr
Health building, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6792 or 762-4458.
————
Rondell Sheridan will perform
free at 8 p.m. in ('urns Center
Stables. Murray State University.
————
Faculty sole artists and
ensembles will present a free
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

ednesday:, Sept.9
meeting and Youth Bible Study at
7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 198'7

Kentucky
State

Parks

0

Wi,am chcingeyolirlifi'.
'
t Diet( enter Ino

148'

474-2211

4.***4*444*+*4****0444441
Make reseryatIons for your Chnstmas Banquer, now L-1ert
Ww available Cottage or Room accommodations FREF with chnorna5 Bat)T
•r ,
.
.quets of 50 or more 1 unit per group Sublet-, .•

VISA'

Diet Hours:
M-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:00
Sat. 10:00 to NOON
753-0020
Blvd.
Johnson
1210

MasterCard
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mones that are secreted Internally af- evidence is scanty and thus
in-concluter puberty Once the muscles are un- sive. several medical studies
suggest
der hormonal influence weight lifting that small doses ione or two
ounces)
will accentuate their development of alcohol a day MAY reduce serum
The fell last month to 7,221,000, down
Therefore, weight training is inappro- cholesterol Confirmation is in the unemployment rate held steady in
3,000 from July and the lowest
priate for pre-adolescents, because it works
August at 6 percent, remaining at number since March
1980. the
will unnecessarily burden underdeits lowest level in nearly eight Bureau of Labor
Based on available information, I
Statistics said.
veloped muscles and bones. I advise
years, the government said FriOver the past 15 months, the
any youth to avoid weight lifting until would say that small amounts of alcohol are not harmful However, I do not day, but economists said it was
jobless rate has gradually edged
he has sexually matured.
Weight training does not stimulate recommend using alcohol to control still high by historical standards
down from 7.2 percent without a
testosterone production. rather, the cholesterol Alcohol's benefit hasn't for this far into an economic
single upwarci movement. The last
hormone must be present already for been sufficiently proven, and "me- expansion.
time the unemployment rate was
weight lifting to make much of a dif- dicinal" use can lead to - or mask The number of Americans work lower
was in November 1979, when
alcohol
depend
ency
ference All women have small
_mg as measured by the Labor it stood at 5.9 percen
t.
amounts of male hormones oust as all
Our cholesterol levels are largely Depart
ment's household survey
The recovery from the 1981-82
men have small amounts of female determined by our genes. When the
recession now is 58 months old, tyhormones). However, this extremely blood cholesterol is high (above 200 swelled by a seasonally adjusted
low level of male hormones keeps fe- mg dl.), a low-cholesterol diet(fewer 354,000 to a record 113.1 million.
ing the record set in 1975-80 for the
However, the civilian labor longest peacetime expans
male weight lifters from becoming as eggs and milk products) will often
ion.
musclebound
as
their
male help lower the amount of fat that cir- force, which includes those workThe proportion of the population
culates in the blood stream A strict ing and those actively lookin
counterparts.
g for employed rose to a record 61.8
Incidentally • Genital size isn't re- low -cholesterol diet may even reduce jobs, grew by a
simila
r
351,000
, percen. up from 61.6 percent in
lated to hormone levels. Hormones the size of fatty plaques that pepper
leaving the August unemployment July.
are produced by glands, not by sex or- the linings of our arteries and cause
rate identical to the July rate and • However, Labor
gans. An increased level won't en- obstruction.
Statistics Comdown
from 6.8 percent a year ago.
large male sex organs. and sex-organ
missioner Janet L. Norwood told
I believe that your friend is making
The number of jobless workers the Joint Economic
size doesn't .• dicate an adult male's a serious mistake by drinkin
Committee of
g whiskey
level of hormones or "masculinity."
in the morning. This "medicinal" use
DEAR DR. GOTT - A friend of of alcohol can become a habit,
and the
mine eats lots of eggs and cheese, but habit may progress to addicti
on. If his
says he keeps his cholesterol level cholesterol level is normal
, he has his
down by drinking one shot of whiskey genetic inheritance to
9 4 SI
thank. If it
Miss This Lad.s Easy Chants Argon Ego
Track Candition Fast
every morning. Is there anything to starts to rise, he will Looms Jet Set %insult Deck Dixie War Fax
in my opinion
ist -$1410, 4110 yds. 2 yo.
this?
Time
17 55 Trifecta 110 4 I. $1,11 7u
- be healthier if he cuts down choles- Lenas
Top Chick i Marsh $10t
4th-MIS. TM yds. 3 y. S up. claiming
$541) $3 40
DEAR READER - Possibly - but terol-rich foods, rather than
Waiting On Jack !Roller ,
relying
First Kick 'Roller ,
1.4
se
$4
$O 00 $4 20 $3 00
this treatment is riskier than the ail- on
a
potentially
The Rose For Bugs tBulkle.
$400
dangerous Golden T Duck .tar s.
13 40 $3 SO
Also Our Proate liancer Rocky Melon
ment it tries to prevent. Although the "treatment."
Copper Fe Fe Hug 'Hey.-.
$3 60
Fever Truckles Kiss Fols Baby KB Boiler
Also Conan or War Barbarb Coast Gent

Unemployment rate remains at low level

DR.GOTT

WASHINGTON (AP, -

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Expanding muscle
needs hormones
Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I'm about to
start weight lifting. It is my understanding that weight lifting causes an
increase in testosterone that, in turn,
causes muscle growth. If this is true,
won't the size of the sex organs
increase?
DEAR READER - No. weight lifting does not stimulate testosterone
production or sex-organ size. If
weight lifting did this, millions of adolescent males would gladly forsake
their TV sets, video games and junk
food to pump themselves up at the
Idol of Iron.
Male muscle development does depend on testosterone, however. This is
why adolescent boys fill out as they
mature. Increased muscle growth and
mass are triggered by the male hor-

Bluegrass Downs Results

Most Stores Open Labor Day

!ladle thaek
A

SION

New! Our FREE'88 Catalog! Get YOUTI3 Today!

•

issenialikr

WEEKSLONG
IAN DAY
Stereo Satellite TV System
Rea)istic'-2500

256K Tandy
Cut

Save $607

138800
81/2-Foot
Dish System

Low

69500

As $64 Per Month •

Wireless Remote
See over 100 channels, plus FM stereo!
Descrambler ready.

717

Descrambler not Included

Wireless Remote VHS VCR
Model 18 by Realistic'

Reg. Separate
Items 898.95
Tandy Computers: Because
there is no better value."
Low As $32 Per Month•
PC compatible! Ready to use with CM-5 monitor.
51/4" 360K disk drive and Personal DeskMate
software #25-105011023 Monitor oiattorm extra

save

Phone/Clock Radio Combo
Chronofone' ET-381 by Radio Shack

A111111111111111111
MEM

813

$5407
Reg.139.95
Wake to FM. AM or
alarm Tone/pulse dial.ing *43-546

Cordless Phone!

Save 24995
$100
Find

Auto-Dialing Speakerphone

Reg.
349.95

$50
Off

Low As $20 Per Month•
selections fast with high-speed visual search!
Easy-to-use 14-day/4-event timer, 107-channel
cable-ready tuner, and one-touch recording.

DtJoFONE • -166 by Radio Shack/ Th_./

7995

2" Pocket B&W LCD TV
21/
By

Optimus' T-120
HALF 9995 Reg.
199.95
PRICE Low As Each Month.
With 10" woofer, 5" midrange and

Cut 6995
$30 Reg. 99.95

speaker and earWith built-in
#16-155

1" tweeter. 351/2" hi h. #40-20
47

phone.

Wireless
S40

Reg.
900 19995 299.95
111
Month.
As $20
Off Lowviewing
area than

Off

goo

1/
4

g

17% 4995
Off
Easy -to

Save 8995

T1$83

Reg Separate
Items 173.85
With TV-Compatible Speakers
Not an adapter' Hear
full MTS stereo and
SAP where available

1

•
(1 _„........_.• ...:_,
• • -• . 6-_Make

016-1284 *40-1999

Calculator
by
Radio Shack

EC-4014

Cut

Reg
Save 9995139.95
$40 Low As $20 Per Month•
Record cassettes from FM
stereo, AM or turntable 17" high speakers. #13-1225

a

Off 7995

Reg. 129.95
high-quality copies of
Dolby B• NR cuts tape hiss. personal tapes
#14-643
•Tm Dolby

36%
1588

Reg. 24.95
Switches from solar to
battery power in dim
light. Features 71
functions. *65-979

Digital VOM
By Micronta'

AND DEA!. FRS

Cut
33%

TRADE IN ALLOWANCE

On your nevi. TORO MOViiriq

on Select Toro Riding Mowers
Limited Time Offer
ufaziwca
1034 Broadway - Paducah, KY 42001

Mon 'Fri. till 5:30
Paris
1502) 442.1655

3995
Reg. 59.95
Features autopolarity, audible continuity
and diode check.
#22-185 Batteries extra

RANCHO SANTA FE, Calif.
(API - Quinn Martin. who produced such popular television
series as "The Untouchables,"
"The FBI" and "The Fugitive,"
has died, his publicist said Sunday. He was 65.
Martin died of a heart attack at
his home Saturday. said John
Strauss.
"His wife found him early in the
morning. It was apparently very
quick." Strauss said.
For two decades. Martin was
president and chief executive officer of his wholly-owned QM Productions, one f the television industry's major independent production companies.
The company produced 16 onehour network series and 20 movies
of the week. Besides "The
Fugitive" and "The FBI," other
QM long,running series weze "The
Streets of San Francisco," "Cannon" and "Barnaby Jones."
Martin also produced "The Invaders," "12 O'Clock High" and
"Quinn Martin's Tales of the
Unexpected."
His first job as a producer was
on -The Jane Wyman Show" for
Desilu Productions, where he had
been a leading writer. He remained with Desilu to produce ''The
Desilu Playhouse," the two-part
"The Untouchables" and the first
year of the popular -The Untouchables" series

TVA security
harshly criticized
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. AP -Tennessee Valley Authority plans
to leave nuclear security under its
own administration will result in
$1 million in duplicate costs, says
an inspector general's report
criticizing TVA management.
The report by Inspector General
Norman Zigrossi also found
"serious management failures" in
the agency's security force and
cited cases of excessive overtime
and uncertain chains of authority.
In one case, Zigrossi's report
said, an Office of Nuclear Power
site manager ordered a security
officer "not to stop and search
either his vehicle or his assistant's
vehicles during security
searches."
The report, released Friday,
warned that leaving nuclear plant
security officers under a separate
Nuclear Security- Service Would
result in a serious duplication of
costs for the remainder of
and
1988.
Since May, there 'have been
about 700 security officers at the
Nuclear Security Service under a
security agreement between the
Office of Nuclear Power and the
Office of Corporate Services. The
report urged this agreement be
rescinded.
The separate agency was set up
following disputes between
nuclear power and public safety
managers. according to Zigrossi's
report.

1987

Sat

till 4 30
Service
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Remember the 10th
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25% Off
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Congress that the pace of employment growth, especially in factory
jobs, is slower than during the
previous 1975-79 expansion.
Rudy Oswald, chief economist
of the AFL-C10, said "6 percent is
clearly a big improvement from
where we were earlier in this
decade. but it is still relatively
high compared with any recovery
in the postwar period."
"The other question is what happens to those who are
unemployed. In August, only 29
percent received some form of
unemployment benefits," he said.

The 10th of each month Is a very important date to your newspa
per carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th
of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to women. They
you at
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have the retail
to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught
without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collect
ion

porter,'
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SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

$21

9

Special Good Sept. 8-12

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
a
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UK to offer course
for woodlot owners
to manage forests

Lloyd Sills, Rt. 8, Murray, kneels next to an 84-pound watermelon he
grew near the East Y Subdivision on Ky. 94 East. The melon
measured 26 inches long with a circumference of 43 inches. Sills had
another melon in the same patch that weighed in at 75 pounds.

OPINION
Agriculture combats trade deficit
11 Dean Kleckner
Our country's trade deficit surged
to 5149 billion dollars last year, leasing the l:.S in a vulnerable position
n the coinpentRe trade market.
Many industries are losing out to foreign- imports, causing massive job
layoffs.
However, the good news is that
agricultural commodities continue to
show a strong surplus In fact, four
out of the top I() export earners in
1986 were agricultural products: cereals !wheat. etc.,. oilseeds, feed%tufts, and tobacco and tobacco manufactures
Between I9K1 and 1986. these
products combined to provide an annual average ot 524 billion to the
2S balance of trade.
The American Farm Bureau Federation has long supported efforts to
make agricultural products fully
competitive in international markets.
We have sponsored trade missions to
foreign competitors and customers
alike. One ot the more important lessons we have learned in these visits is
that our foreign competitors are willing and able to take over our market
if we stand by and allow them to do
so.
A recent study released by
Wharton Econometrics supports the
significance of -these products to the
trade deficit. The study singled out
the tobacco industry as an example of
the many contributions from the
farming community.
The tobacco industry posted a
$502 million surplus in the first quarter of 1987, an increase of 22 percent
over the same period last year.
Even with recent reductions in
price levels and acres planted. tobacco is still the sixth largest cash
crop in this country—producing

duced.
It is also significant that federal.
state and local governments had a
much greater income from the tobacco crop in 1986 than did the farmers who grew it. By the time all taxes
were received, more than 510.5 billion was collected—representing five
and a half times more money collected in taxes than was received by.
growers.
Further excise taxes are now being
considered by Congress—taxes
which, if OS-CUL -Will directly affect
people who can afford it the least.
Because the surplus from agricultural products, such as tobacco,
helps keep the trade deficit from
growing even larger, continued support from the federal government in
ensunng international fair trade practices and access to foreign markets is
vital.
When will Congress realize it
doesn't have to raise taxes to reduce
the deficit? Voters are weary of
Washington's attempts to take the
easy way out rather than cut runaway
federal spending. Id
Dean Kleckner is president of the
can F arm Bureau Federation.

rrwri-

Kentucky has nearly 12 million
acres of forest, but only four million
acres of that are managed efficiently. University of Kentucky Extension forestry specialist Don
Graves wants to change that.
Graves and others in the UK
forestry department are planning
to offer a correspondence course to
woodlot owners who want to learn
how to manage their forests more
profitably.
We think that if we can teach
woodlot owners proper management techniques we could increase
the value of Kentucky forest products at the farmer level by 40 percent a year — up from about $224
million each year to $313 million
each year," Graves said.
Overall, Graves said, the
forestry industry employs nearly
17,000 workers. With a 40 percent
Increase in forest products the
number employed in the industry
should expand considerably.
The correspondence course will
cover topics of forestry management that will have the biggest impact on small woodlot owners, he
said.
"We're orienting the course
toward the predominate group of
woodlot owners in the state — those
with less than 40 acres of forest,"
Graves said.
The correspondence course will
be offered as a non-credit course.
Woodlot owners who want to enroll
In the course need to contact their
county Extension agent for
agriculture for details.
"We plan to have the course
ready to start sending to those who
enroll in it in about six months," the
forestry specialist said.

Farmland
Inventories of property
acquired by national
igricultural lenders
In billions of dollars
$1.2
Farm Credtt
System
1.0
0.8 Farmers
Horne
0.6 .Administration
0.4
0.2
0T

•

6

1981 '82 '83 '84 '85 '88
Note: Farm Credit System figures
we as of Dec. 31; Farmers Home
Admstration, as of Jun* 30
Chimp)Tribune Graphic;
Sources: Farm Croat Adminiabution and
Farmers Homo Adminisration
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nearly $2 billion in farm revenue last
year.
Tobacco farmers and the tobacco
industry have taken some hard
knocks as market conditions and opportunities have changed over the
years. It is to their credit that, working together. farmers and manufacturers of tobacco products have resolved some very difficult problems.
Today, the federal tobacco program
is operated without cost to the U.S.
government. Tobacco surpluses and
grower assessments are being re-

Home appliances make
life convenient. But the wrong
appliances can make life less
convenient and more expensive.
Electric washers, dryers, ranges,
refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners,
water heaters and home heating srterns all represent serious home convenience choices. Your Rural Electric
Cooperative can help you make the
right appliance choice by providing
Information that can make shopping
easier and smarter.
We won't recommend brands; we'll
advise you on how to buy the most
economical models and the ones
best suited to your family's needs.

COX ELECTRIC
MOTOR REPAIR

Call us. We enjoy helping you get the
most for your energy dollars.

Motor & Armature
Rewinding
'Generators 'Electric Tools
'Welding Machines & Air
Compressor Repair Service

ONE-DAY
GUARANTEED
SERVICE
Calls Accepted Anytime
201 S. 7th St. 753-1900
(Across from Parker Ford Body Shop)

•

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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SALE TUESDAY — The 4-H and FFA Steer Show held recently at Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair included exhibitors, from left, Jason Greer, reserve champion; Valerie Shelton, grand champion; Amanda
Greer, blue; and Molly Wisehart, blue. These steers, along with others from Calloway and surrounding counties will be exhibited at the Purchase District 4-H and FFA Steer Show and Sale to be Tuesday, Sept. 8, at West
Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray.

Meacham wins top spot in 4-H market steer competition
Chuck Meacham, 13, has been
showing steers at the State Fair
since he was nine, but he hadn t
won anything above eighth place
before.
Until now.
Meacham, an eighth grade student from Union County, walked
off with top honors in the 4-H
market steer competition with his
chianina crossbred steer and earned the right to compete in the
prestigious "Sale of the Champions" Wednesday at the State
Fair.
The Sale of the Champions is an
auction of six animals who win the
top spot in three categories from
both 4-H and FFA competition at
the fair. The categories include
market steer, market lamb and
market barrow.
Because these are the top
animals being shown at the fair,
they usually bring prices far
above normal market at the
auction.
For Chuck, he simply said he
"feels good" at having won the top
4-H honor, but a big smile revealed the excitement he felt.
"I've been showing since I was
nine, and I guess I've learned a
few tricks," he said. "The main
thing is to watch the judges closely
and pay attention to what they
want you to do."
What benefits does he get out of
showing cattle at fairs.

"I get a lot of joy out of it," he
said. "And the money is a good
part too."
He'll get a good helping of that
last part after the Sale of
Champions.
4-H Gets $15,000 At State Fair
To Use For Leadership Center
Mostly, the money being made
at the 4-H competitions now underway at th'P State Fair in Louisville
is going to the young 4-Hers competing in everything from showing
beef cattle to dressing up puppie
dogs.
But the state 4-H office got a big
prize, as well as a big surprise,
when Dan Ison, manager of community relations with Philip Morris U.S.A., walked in with a check
for $15,000 and handed it to Coleman White, director of the state
4-H.
/
The money is to be used in completing the new Leadership
Development Center at Jabez.
"We feel the youth of today are
the leaders of tomorrow," Ison
said. "Looking at these 4-H exhibits on display here at the State
Fair, I can tell that 4-H is doing a
good job in preparing these young
people. I expect some of my company's leaders will come from this
group in the future, and with this
check we want to join 4-H in helping to prepare them."
Ison also said Philip Morris is

interested in the farm community
in Kentucky and is committed to
helping them out of their current
difficulties by buying only U.S.
tobacco.
4-H Meat Judging Contest
At The Kentucky State Fair
Lanita Flannery, of McCTatken
County, won top honors in the
senior division of the 4-H meat
judging contest at the State Fair in
Louisville.
Flannery bested runners-up
Wesley Porter, Christian County,
Charlie Douglas, Lincoln County,
and Dennis Cannon, Christian
County, in her ability to grade carcasses of beef and pork. The contest also called for her to identify
individual cuts of meat such as
tenderloins, T-bones or
porterhouses and to determine
whether the meat came from beef,
pork or lamb.
All'four of the senior division
leaders are eligible now to try out
for the team which will represent
Kentucky at the national meat
judging competition in Kansas City, Mo.
All four of the junior division
winners came from Lincoln County and represented two sets of siblings. First place was won by Mike
Caminisch with brother Greg placing second. Stephen Campbell
took third place honors while his
sister, Christy, placed fourth.

THE AVERAGE
AMERICAN
MINKS MAE
GROSS NATIONAL
PRODUCT GETS
• PICKED UP
ON TUESDAYS.
-Economic illiteracy has become an
epidemic in this country Studies show that
people
no
amwha
eant terms
most
gross nationala veo
pr
d
'young people who have little understanding of the free enterprise system, view
solid effort as insignificant, and cite luck as
the most important factor in success In a
recent survey by the United States
Chamber of Commerce of 15,000 high
school seniors, all of whom ranked in the
lop 5% academically 50%. could not
explain the differences in the economic
systems of the United States and the Soviet
Union, 23% could not define capitalism
45% could not adequately define the free
enterprise system, and 67% did not believe
in the need for profit
The tight against economic illiteracy in
Kentucky is being led by the Kentucky
Council on Economic Education (KCEE)
A nonprofit coalition of educators, admin
istrators and concerned business people
the KCEE has provided encouragement
materials and guidance to Kentucky's teachers
since 1974 The goal of the KCEE is to make certain
that every Kentucky high school graduate has a thorough
understanding of basic economic concepts including the
value of profit, hcentive. and solid effort
The KCEE reaches educators at all grade levels and in all
disciplines through Its 10 Centers on Economic Education
which are located on the campuses of state universities

arid coisexies

KCEE efforts have met with much
success Educators who have
participated in KCEE-sponsored
workshops have received national
.cognition for innovative curriculum
I economic education Recentty, the
Daviess County School System. a
,
. KCEE -affiliated system, was cited by
the National Joint Council on Economic
Education as an exemplary economic
education system
Since its inception, KCEE-dgvelopea
programs have reached tens of thousands
of Students directly affecting their under
standing of America's economic system
and their role in it These students make
better employees, more inspired leadrs.
and better' Miens
.
.
The KCEE is committed to expanding its
programs to reaching more educators
to making our Commonwealth a shining
example of enlightened progress This
can only be accomplished by efficiently
developing our most valuable resource our
young men and women Kentucky needs these young
people and these young people need economic education
As the need for economic education grows larger. the resources
to fight economic illiteracy in Kentucky must keep pace To meet
these growing needs the KCEE wit be kicking off a major tuna
raising effort in the middle of August 'Business executives men
and women who see the need for economic education in Ken
kicky will be spreading the word and asking for help Their mission
is one of hope and their goal is a better Kentucky.

;tt
(Ja.loy

F Or tunnel' information contact The Kentucky council on.Econornic Education

0
PO Box 35920

Louisvioe Kentucky 40232 (502)588 7356
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Racers give Mahoney early present with 34-6 win over UTM
"I didn't want to panic because
By CL'
t' WALKER
if I panic. I thought the kids would
Sports Editor
Murray State's head football and I didn't think it was a panic
coach Mike Mahoney may be in situation," he added. "There was
his first year, but he has already way too much time left in the
received something his game and we have too much
predecessor never did.
talent. Eventually one of them is
In his six years as MSC's head going to break loose and that's
coach, Frank Beamer never won what happened."
the game nearest his Oct. 18 birthThe Racers only managed three
day. Mahoney, who turned 36 to- yards its next offensive series, but
day, got an early present from his got the ball ba4 on its own 33-yard
new team Saturday with a 34-6 vic- line when Sikes fumbled the snap
tory over the University of on a fourth-and-one. Then the
Tennessee-Martin.
celebrating really began.
MSU began the party early with
After the first quarter, which
a 22-yard Paul Hickert field goal took more than 50 minutes to play,
on its first possession. The 61-yard the Racer offense began to come
drive took just six plays and 2:38 around.
off the clock.
Murray used just 2:54 to score
The score was set up when again as Proctor threw four times
quarterback Michael Proctor for four completions covering 51
handed the. ball to Bill Bird who yards then ran the ball the final
pitched it back to Proctor. The three yards giving the Racers the
Racer sophomore then launced a lead. Hickert added the extra
38-yard pass to All-OVC selection point and Murray led 10-6.
Stanley Howard down to the
Just four minutes later, Proctor
10-yard line.
found running back Willie Cannon
"That was my idea all the way for a 30-yard score and, after
and it worked out perfect," another Hickert kick, the Racers
Mahoney said. "We just didn't were up 17-6.
score. We kicked a field goal
"I did O.K. I'm not pleased with
because I wanted to get points on the way I played because I made a
the board. I didn't want to go all couple of mistakes," said Proctor,
the way down there and get who completed 14 of his 28 passes
stuffed."
for 275 yards despite an intercepThe Pacers answered two tion. "Overall I guess I can say
possessions later with a 64-yard that I'm satisfied because we won.
drive capped by a 25-yard That's the main thing — we're
touchdown toss from Trey Sikes to 1-0."
running back John Burch. UTM
Mahoney seemed a little more
was smothered on an extra-point impressed.
fake arid led 6-3.
"We're goin& to eventually get
"On the first touchdown they to where Michael calls his own
got, they had a good call and put us plays some of the time out there.'•
in a bad defense," Mahoney said. he said. "He's a field general. He
"They picked the guy that had the started a little slow, he threw
MSt. defensive tackle Lance Golden bats a Pacer pass attempt away in
screen man so they did a good job. (Cont'd on page 9)
Sattirday night's action. Golden also recorded a quarterback sack as the

Racers came from behind to defeat the t ni% ersity of Tennessee-Martin
34-6 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
‘t.iff
I Lis NAIL. r

San Francisco's Reschel winning quickly, Upshaw helps Blue Jays complete sweep
tional
By The Associated Press

Rick Reuschel is doing exactly
what the San Francisco Giants
wanted. Winning, and winning
quickly.
Reuschel needed just 87 pitches
Sunday for his third career twohitter as the Giants beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-1.

San Francisco extendèI its lead
in the National League West to 512
games over Houston and six over
Cincinnati. The Giants begin a
three-game series at the
Astrodome tonight.
Reuschel is 11-7 overall, 3-1
since the Giants acquired him
Aug. 21 from Pittsburgh for Jeff
Robinson and Scott Medvin. He
did not walk a batter and only
allowed a pair of fourth-inning hits
in his 10th complete game, tying
Fernando Valenzuela of Los

OW round-up

APSU, MTSU send message
By The Associated Press

before fallirfg behind 22-18 in the
Austin Peay, which stunned fourth quarter.__
Kansas State, and Middle Ten"They thought they had the
nessee State, a surprisingly easy game won," said Governors
victor over Tennessee State, have defensive back Don Goode. "They
served notice to their fellow Ohio just don't know Austin Peay. We
Valley Conference members that know we have a good team and
they plan to be contenders for this tonight we proved it. We never
year's league championship.
quit."
Austin Peay struck a major
Last year Tennessee State was
blow for respectability for the one of the nation's top defensive
Division I-AA OVC by downing teams, giving up only 9.3 points
Division I-A member Kansas and 180.3 yards a game, but by the
State 26-22 Saturday, while Middle end of the first quarter Saturday
Tennessee State battered Ten- night the Tigers had yielded 17
nessee State 55-19.
points and 156 yards and went on
League members dropped two to trail 41-7 at the half.
of their remaining three matchups
There were plenty of stars for
on the season's opening weekend the Blue Raiders as tailback
with,Murray State topping Gerald Anderson gained 137 yards
Tennessee-Martin 34-6, Morehead and scored three touchdowns on 23
State dropping a 29-0 decision to carries and fullback Wade
Marshall and Youngstown State Johnson rushed for 100 yards on
losing 35-20 to Eastern Michigan.
only seven carries.
Austin Peay kept Kansas State
Middle Tennessee quarterback
from posting the school's 300th
Marvin Collier hit eight of his 11
football victory when Dale Ed- pass attempts for 178 yards and
wards connected with Rico Ran- two touchdowns with his favorite
som for a 35-yard touchdown pass receiver, Robert Alford, grabbing
with only 10 seconds remainng in
six of the passes for a schoolthe game.
record 168 yards and one
"I couldn't believe it," said Ran- touchdown.
som. "I cut towards the middle
According to the Tennessee
and no one was there. I was wide
State record book, which dates
open. I couldn't believe it."
back to 1930, the defeat was the
The Governors had outplayed
worst in Tiger football history.
their Big Eight Conference foe
"It was a surprising margin onthroughout most of the afternoon, ly because Tennessee State is
leading 16-0 in the third quarter (Cont'd on page 9)
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Make us your
car and truck
leasing headquarters.

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
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Dodge Trucks

(502) 753 7114
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Angeles for the league lead.
Fred Toliver, 1-1, was the loser.
Cardinals 6, Padres 4
John Tudor pitched three-hit
ball for seven innings and had a
pair of RBI singles and Jack Clark
hit a two-run homer as St. Louis
beat San Diego.
The Cardinals increased their
lead in the hi East to 311 games
over New York.
Clark's home run off Eric Show,
6-16, made it 4-0 in the fifth inning.
Tudor, 6-2, extended his streak
of scoreless innings to 19 before
Chris Brown hit a two-run homer
in the seventh. Randy Ready hit a
two-run homer in the Padres'
eighth off Ken Dayley that made it
6-4 and Todd Worrell relieved for
his 28th save.

Dodgers 3, Nets 2
New York third baseman
Howard Johnson's throwing error
allowed the winning run in the bot.
torn of the 16th inning as Los
Angeles ended a record nine-game
losing streak at Dodger Stadium
The Dodgers had lost nine in a
row, and were within one of
team's longest losing streak since
moving to Los Angeles. The Mets
had their six-game winning streak
stopped.
Both teams wasted several
chances in extra innings in the
5-hour, 16-minute game.
Los Angeles finally won. when
Danny Heep led off the 16th with a
walk from Randy Myers, 2-5. the
sixth New York pitcher. After
Dave Anderson's sacrifice, Mike

U.S. Open forecast uncertain
By JOHN NELSON
'AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — It was the lull
after the storm at the U.S. Open.
The forecast for today was
uncertain.
Laura Golarsa, Natalia Zvereva
and Patricia Tarabini helped
make a virtual ghost town of
center court at the National Tennis Center Sunday afternoon.
They were the third-round victims of Pam Shriver, Chris Evert
and Steffi Graf — in a combined 2
hours 24 minutes.
Today's play promised to be
more competitive, and there was
at least one match the judges will
be taking a long look at. Eighthseeded John McEnroe, fined and
suspended for his angry tirade
against chair umpire Richard Ings
on Saturday, plays ninth-seeded
Andres Gomez in one of the
featured fourth-round men's
singles matches.
McEnroe was fined $17,500 and
suspended for two months, pending appeal, for verbal abuse and
unsportsmanlike conduct during
his 6-4. 5-7, 6-7, 6-4, 6-3 victory over
Slobodan Zivojinovic of
Yugoslavia on Saturday.
McEnroe was expected to appeal the penalties to the Men's In-

ternational Professional Tennis
Council, and they cannot be put in.
to effect until that appeal is heard.
Thus, the suspension will not keep
him from playing here.
Also in action today for the men
will be No. 1 seed Ivan Lendl. who
plays 16th-seeded Anders Jarryd
of Sweden, and No. 6 seed Jimmy
Connors, who plays No. 11 Henri
Leconte of France. Fourth-seeded
Boris Becker plays the 13th seed.
Brad Gilbert.
On Sunday. a total of only 19,065
came out to the tennis center for
the day matches, but they
numbered only in the hundreds
when the fifth-seeded Shriver
dispatched Golarsa, of Italy, 6-1,
6-2 in a morning match that lasted
42 minutes.
There were a few more spectators at center court under cloudy
skies when Evert, the third seed,
beat Zvereva, of the Soviet Union.
6-0, 6-2 in 64 minutes.
The top-seeded Graf, from West
Germany, played in the third
match of the afternoon. But by
that time, many of those at center
court-Were leaving to watch the
doubles match between the teams
of Shriver-Martina Navratilova
and Evert-Gigi Fernandez.
(Coned on page 9)

BIG-0 BASEBALL CARDS
Grand Opening
Tuesday, Sept. 8th
Sets, wax packs, color photos,
team sets, star cards of the
50's, 60's, 70's & 80's & much morel
•DRAWING: Register to win a color Autograph
photo of Hank Aaron
Store Hours: Monday-Friday 4 p.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
-.Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
500 Maple St. (Just off Cf. Square) 759-1214

DevereauX hit a grounder that
that led Montreal over host
Johnson fielded behind third and
Atlanta.
then bounced past first baseman
Floyd Youmans. 9.7, allowed
Keith Hernandez.
two runs in five innings. Joe
. Tim Belcher, the sixth Los Hesketh went the final four innAngeles pitcher: went two ings and struck out six for his first
scoreless innings in his major- save
league debut for the victory
Zane Smith. 15-8, took the loss.
Belcher was acquired last
Cubs 3, Reds I
weekend in a trade that-sent Rick
Leon Durham homerech twice
Honeycutt to Oakland.
and drove in three runs at Wrigley
Expos 5, Braves 2
Field as Chicago stopped CincinAndres Galarraga homered and
nati's-four-gaMe winning streak.
Vance Law hit a two-run single ((oard on page 9)

SEC round-up

Auburn, LSU get added help
By The .Associated Pre.is

Fifth-ranked Auburn and No. 6
Louisiana State got outstanding
production from unexpected
sources as the two Southeastern
Conference football powers launched their 1987 seasons with convincing victories.
Auburn, known for its running
prowess, got a strong passing effort from Jeff Burger Saturday
and overpowered Texas 31-3 and
LSU, believed to be facing problems on the defensive front, shut
down Texas MEM's offense in a
17-3 triumph.
"It sounds funny to say, but we
must develop a running game to
complement our passing game,"
Auburn Coach Pat Dye said after
watching Burger hit on 16 of 22
passes for 269 yards and two
touchdowns.
"This defense has been hearing
for six or seven months that it's
not going to be as good as the
defense that LSU had last year,"
Mike Archer said after launching
his coaching career with a victory
at AtfirM. "When you hear that for
six or seventh months it -tends to
inspire you."
The two powers, who don't meet
this season, are favored to battle
for the SEC championship this
season.
The SEC was involved in only
one upset Saturday night, pro-bably the biggest of the opening
weekend of the collegiate season
— Memphis State knocking off
Mississippi 16-10 on the defensive
heroics of linebacker Damon
Young. who stopped Willie
Goodloe twice in the final two

minutes on third and fourth down
plays from the Memphis State
1-yard line.
Archer. at 34 the youngest coach
in Division 1-A, wasn't the only
SECtinewcomer to win.
Bill Curry. beginning his first
season at Alabama after seven
years at Georgia Tech, steered the
Crimson Tide to a surprisingly
easy 38-6 victory over Southern
Mississippi.
In other SEC action. No. 10
Miami of Florida crushed No. 20
Florida 31-4, Lars Tate sparked
Georgia to a 30-22 comeback victory over Virginia, Mississippi
State beat Southwestern Louisiana
31-3 and Tennessee turned four
turnovers into touchdowns- in
crushing Colorado State 49-3.
In other garries involving
Southeastern independents.
Florida State whipped Texas Tech
40-16 and Louisville overcame a
23-point second half deficit to beat
Tulane 42-40 on Jay Gruden's
1-yard pass to George Williams on
a fourth down with 24 seconds
remaining.
All 10 SEC teams will be in ac•
tion this week — Alabama at Penn
State, Kansas at Auburn, Tulsa at
Florida, Oregon State at Georgia.
Utah State at Kentuc_ky, Fullerton
State at. LSU, Arkansas vs. Ole
Miss at • Jackson, Tennessee at
Mississippi State in the first
league game of the season and
Memphis State at Vanderbilt.
Among independents, FSU
visits East Carolina, Cincinnati is
at Louisville, Nevada-Las Vegas
at Southwestern Louisiana and
Iowa State at Tulane.

Can You Afford A New A.T.V. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!
Yamaha
125
Only $799

Town & Country Yamaha
90 Days Same
Hwy. 94E Murray

As Cash

To Quaiitied Buyers
753-8078

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Racers give Mahoney...
(Ooat'd from page 8)
some bad passes and he loosened
up and threw some nice passes."
The Racer defense didn't give
UTM much room to work, swarming Sikes on every pass attempt as
Tony Thornton, Tony Clark and
Lance Golden each sacked the
Pacer quarterback.
The big defensive blow,
however, came when Greg
Sanders picked off a pass and ran
it back 35 yards for a touchdown
with just 3:20 remaining in the
first half.

The Racers needed less than six
minutes of the third quarter to
build their lead to 31-6 when Proctor tossed his second TD pass, a
14-yarder to Glen Arterburn.
Hickert gave the Racers some
cushion with :22 remaining in the
third with a 39-yard field goal and
MSU was content to get through a
scoreless fourth period.
The Racers ran up 418 total
yards to UTM's 243.
MSU split its 127 rushing yards
evenly. Bird carried 15 times for
14 yards, Rodney Payne 12 times

for 42 prds and David Williams
seven Utiles for 25 yards.
For Payne, who now plays
behind Bird, adjusting to the
bench wasn't as easy as the junior
made it look.
"It's just something I have to
get used to, coming off the bench,"
Payne said. "I love starting, but
they're going to play me. As long
as we keep winning like this, I
don't have anything to say."
Mahoney's biggest gift,
however, was from wide receiver

Arterburn and Derrick Fen&.
Arterburn caught five passes for
95 yards, including his first career
touchdown. Fencher fetched three
receptions for 53 yards including
an important 23-yard pick-up.

J
wiN SCOREBOARD

-We came around tonight," the
6-3 tight end said. "There's still a
lot of room for improvement. but I
think we're getting there."
And, despite 14 penalties for 125
yards, so does Mahoney. If his
team lives up to expectations, he
could have a great 36th year.

Major League Baseball...
(Coat'd from page 8)
Durham hit a two-run homer in
the first inning off Ted Power,
10-10, and a home run in the third.
Les Lancaster, 6-1, won his
fourth straight decisions, Lee
Smith pitched a scoreless ninth for
his 34th save.
Pirates 4, Astros 3
Mike Dunne won his 10th game,
most among NL rookies, and Pittsburgh held off Houston at the
Astrodome.
Dunne, 10-5, gave up three runs
on nine hits In 7 1-3 innings. Jim
Gott finished for his seventh save.

American
Toronto's Willie Upshaw, who
has struggled most of the season,
is ready to make a rise this fall.

('010'd from page 8)
traditionally good on defense,"
Collier said. "But our line came to
play and "IsSU didn't do -anything
we weren't prepared for."
The final margin came as a surprise to both Middle Tennessee
Coach Boots Donnelly and TSU's
Bill Thomas
"I never expected anything like
- this," Donnelly said. "We came
into the game expecting to win.
but I had no idea we would put so
many points on the board."
Thomas, whose Tigers will not
eligible to compete for the OVC title until next year, said the Blue
Raiders just had too much power
along the offensive line.
"Their offensive line just whipped the mess out of our defensive
line and they gave us a clinic in option football," Thomas said.
Marshall's Tony Petersen passed for 335 yards and two
touchdowns, including an
80.yarder to split end Mike
Barber, as Marshall blanked
Morehead State.
Morehead quarterback Chris
Swartz passed for 113 yards and
Lance Jansen passed for 104 yards

Loca I Golf

Oaks tri-state
tee times listed
The Oaks Country Club will host
its Ladies Tri-State tournament,
Wednesday, Sept. 9. the starting
times are as follows:
1 - Vicki McLeary, Ruby Bennett,
Faye Brundige, Sue Taylor
2a
Mary Bain. Wanda Brown,
Mary Bogard, Vicki Singleton.
2b • Mary' Jane Park, Jane Ann
Nall, Barbara Murphy. Karen
Puckett.
3 • 'Sid Lemond. Carolyn Howard,
Burlene Brewer, Laura Parker.
4a Tillie Talmage, Marilyn Hopson. Dot Simmons, Mary Scott.
4b - Vicki Fort. Sherry Cope, Linda
McDade, Mary Cox.
5', Robbie Danner, Pat Smiddy,
Shirley Morris. LaDonna Drake •
6 - Betty Lowry. Ethelene
McCallon, Shirley Flood. Betty
Childers
Diane Villanova, Margaret
7a
Shuffett, Linda Sandttsky. Sue
Alexander,
7b
Venela Sexton, Inus Orr,
Evelyn Jones, Betty Stewart.
8 Grace James, Sue Wells, Carol
Speed, Gail Browning.
9a • Ada Roberts, Irene Woods, Sue
Stone, Shirley Wade.
9b - Polly Buchanan. Donna
Burkhead, Linda Hendley. Suzette
Culpepper.
10 - Margaret Schmidt, Patty
Michelson, Judy Andrews, Mary Nell
Galloway.
11 - Nita Hill, Mary Hooper, Dot Arnold. Freda Hines.
12a - Norma Chapipan, Rebecca
Canter. Kitty Long, Betty Byassee.
12b - Toni Mercy, Ann Edwards,
Janett Kennedy, Barbara Day.
13a- Nanck\Wade, Rita LaNeave,
Mabel Rogers, Bronda Parker.
—13b - Lois Tolar, Ela Jones, Denay
Hargrove,'Vicki Oliver.
14 Barbara Jones,,Shirley_
Ann barnaii, Kay Lopansri.
15 • Jane Waggoner, Sue Boyd, Ann
Wooten, Marge McDaniel.
16 • Janet Graham, Sue Gillespie,
Novella Hall, Aleta Baker.
1./a - Edna Erie Malone, Evelyn
Kesterson, Eva Jo Henderson, Gloria
,Kaehler
17b • Joyce Stratton, Cathy Stratton.
Linda Oliver, Martha Broach.
18a • Shirley Willoughby, Chris
Walker, Willa Locker. Clemr.nie
Bernstein.
18b - Betty Scott. Norma Frank.
Jean Pine.

Upshaw's bases-loaded single
off the left field fence with two outs
in the llth inning gave Toronto a
3-2 victory over Seattle Sunday to
complete a three-game sweep.
The victory moved the Blue
Jays into first place in the
American League East, one halfgame ahead of Detroit. The Tigers
lost 9-3 to Texas Sunday night.
Upshaw, who entered the series
with two hits in his previous 34 atbats, went 4-for-10 in the three
games with a home run and five
runs batted in
"Going down the stretch in
September, it's going to take all of
us, and I'm just trying to get
myself up to help the club," Upshaw said
George Bell led off the bottom of
the 11th with a bloop double and
was replaced by pinch-runner Rob
Ducey. After Ducey moved to

but the Marshall defense recorded
six sacks during tIce contest.
Gary Patton rushed for two
touchdowns and the Eastern
Michigan defense held
Youngstown State to minus 19
yards on the ground Saturday.

U.S. Open...
(Coated from page 8)
Graf beat her close friend,
Argentina's Patricia Tarabini, 6-2,
6-0 in 38 minutes. It was the
shortest of the three matches, and
it literally was a laugher.
"Patricia is my best friend,"
Graf said, "and it's the first time I
played her. Sometimes during the
match, I have to tell myself to stop
laughing because of the way she
was looking at me."
The victory put Graf in the
round of 16 today against 13thseeded Sylvia Hanika, also of West
Germany. Hanika beat Isabelle
Demongeot of France 6-4, 6-2.
In other women's fourth-round
matches today. Shriver meets
Jana Novotna of Czechoslovakia,
Evert plays 10th-seeded Manuela
Maleeva of Bulgaria and the
second-seeded Navratilova plays
Catarina Lindqvist of Sweden.

third gn a sacrifice, reliever Edwin Nunez, 3-3, intentionally walked Jesse Barfield and pinch-hitter
Lou Thornton to fill the bases.
Pinch-hitter Fred McGriff
struck out, but Upshaw followed
with the game-winning hit to make
a winner of reliever Jose Nunez,
4-1, who pitched 11-3 innings.
Rangers 9, Tigers 3
Larry Parrish drove in three
runs and Texas took advantage of
sloppy fielding to beat Detroit at
Arlington, knocking the Tigers out
of first place.
Jose Guzman, 12-11, allowed six
hits in eight innings and tied a
career high with nine strikeouts.
Dale Mohorcic pitched the ninth.
Brewers 6, Twins 0
Ted Higuera allowed only two
hits for his third straight shutout
as Milwaukee defeated host Minnesota, snapping the first-place
Twins' four-game winning streak.
Despite the loss, Minnesota maintained a three-game lead over
Oakland in the AL West.
Rob Deer drove in four runs with
a three-run homer and a single,
and Glenn Braggs and Bill
Schroeder homered in support of
Higuera, 15-9, who has won his last
four starts and has not allowed a
run in 28 1-3 innings,
Minnesota starter Steve
Carlton, 6-14, took the loss.
Angels 3, Yankees 1
John Candelaria and DeWane
Buice combined on a six-hitter and
Johnny Ray had three hits as
California beat New York at
Yankee Stadium to snap a fourgame losing streak.
'Candelaria. 8-5, held the
Yankees scoreless on three hits
through the first five innings. He
left the game with two outs in the
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sixth after allowing a run on Dave
Winfield's sacrifice fly. Buice pitched one-hit relief for the final 3
1-3 innings for his 15th save.
The Angels scored a run in each
of the first three innings off starter
Tommy John, 12-5, who only went
3 2-3 innings.
Indians 3, Red Sox 1
Rookie Darrel Akerfelds pitched
six-hit ball for six innings and
Cory Snyder hit his 31st homer,
leading Cleveland over Boston at
Fenway Park.
Akerfelds, 2-4, acquired in midJuly from the Oakland organization, was relieved by Doug Jones
after Spike Owen's one-out single
in the seventh. Jones allowed an
RBI single to Ed Romero, but
finished the game for his sixth
save.
Boston's Jeff Sellers, 6-7, pitched his fourth complete game.
White Sox 5, Royals 4
Steve Lyons' run-scoring single
with two outs in the 11th inning
lifted visiting Chicago past Kansas
City.
Carlton Fisk walked with two
outs against reliever John Davis,
3-1r stole his first base of the
season, and Lyons followed with a
single to center field. Bobby
Thigpen, 4-4, pitched four innings ,
in relief for the victory.
Orioles 7, Athletics 6 'Jim Dwyer hit a pinch two-run
homer on the first pitch from Dennis Eckersley with one out in the
ninth inning as Baltimore beat
visiting Oakland.
Mike Young started the ninth
with a single but was forced at second on Mike Hart's attempted
sacrifice bunt. Dwyer then hit his
14th homer into the right field
stands.

'*Good service.
good coverage.
good price* That's

State Farm
insurance."
AMEIUCAN LEAGUE
East Envision
L
Pet.
Toronto
82
51
603
Detroit
81
54
600
New York
77
59
566
Milwaukee74
62
544
Boston
64
71
174
Baltimore
62
71
456
Cleveland
53 65
384
Nest Division
Vi
1.
Pct.
Minnesota
73. 65
529
Oakland
69
67
507
California
67
70
489
Kansas City
67
70
489
Texas
64
72
471
Seattle
63
73
4.63
Chicago
58
78
426
Saturday's Gaines
Cleveland 15, Boston 2
Toronto 3. Seattle 0
New York 7. California 6
Oakland 7. Baltimore 2
Kansas City 4. Chicago 2
Minnesota 2, Milwaukee 1
Texas 8, Detroit 7
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 3. Boston 1
Toronto 3. Seattle 2, 11 innings
California 3, New York 1
Baltimore 7. Oakland 6
Milwaukee 6. Minnesota 0
Chicago 5. Kansas City 4, 11 innings
Texas 9. Detroit 3
Monday's Games
Seattle 11..angston 16.10, at Cleveland
(Candiotti 7-14
Chicago LaPoint 3-2 at Minnesota Bit.
tiger 0-0,
Toronto 1Cerutti 10,3i at Milwaukee
(Wegman 9.101
Kansas City iLeibrandt 13.10, at Califor.
ma (Witt 15-10)
Detroit (Morris 16.7
at Baltimore
I Ballard 2-4 .1. In .1
New York (Rhoden 15.91 at Boston Hurst
14.91. fl

jL)cki neighbor,
State Farm is there

L Att.'

0•11

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

Texas • 14ilgus 24! at Oakland !Stewart
ISO
n

S4TIOSALLEAGL E
East Division
tin
88
L
Pet.
81
54
600 —
St L.OUIS
78
58
574
34
New York
76
MI
Montreal
563 - 5 Fhlladerilyaa
70
66
515 114
68
67
504 13
Chicago
62
74
456 194
Pittsburgh
Kest Division
Vi
L
Pet..
GB
74
63
540 —
San Francisco
68
68
500
54
Houston
Cincinnati
68
69
.496
6
58
77
130 15
Atlanta
57
79
419 164
Los Angeles
55
61
.404 184
San Diego
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati 10, Chicago 5
San Francisco 6. Philadelphia 3
Montreal 4. Atlanta 1
San Diego 4, St Louis 1
Hbuston 5, Pittsburgh 1
New York 4. Los Angeles 3
Sunday's Games
Montreal 5, Atlanta 2
St Louis 6. San Diego 4
Chicago 3. Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 3
Los Angeles 3. New York 2, 16 innings
San Francisco 4, Philadelphia 1
Monday's Games
St. Louis (Cox 9-5 at Montreal (Perez 1-0.1
Los Angeles !Leary 3.11) at Cincinnati
i Hoffman 9-9,
Pittsburgh !Fisher 7.9 at Chicago (Moyer
11.11!
San Diego !Jones 6-6, at Atlanta ',Glavin.
1.2)
Philadelphia !Carman 9.9) at New York
1Gooden 13-4 I n
San Francisco 11.-iCoss 11.9 at Houston
Scott 14-10!. 1'n -

Football
How the Associated Press Top Twenty college football teams fared this week and
schedule for Sept. 12•
No t Oklahoma .1-0-0i beat North Texas
State 69-14; vs. North Carolina
No 2 Nebritska (1-0-01 beat Utah State
56-12. vs. No. 3 UCLA.
No. 3 UCLA 1.0-01 beat San Diego State
47-11. at No 2 Nebraska
No. 1 Ohio Stake,. 0-0-01 was idle: vs. West
Virginia.
No. 5 Auburn (1.0-0 beat Texas 31-3: vs.
Kansas.
No. 6 Louisiana State 11-0-01 beat No. 15
Texas A&M 17-3. vs Fullerton State.
No 7 Michigan t 0-0-0) was idle, vs No, 18
Notre Dame
No. 8 Florida State (1-0-0, beat Texas Tech
40-16, at East Carolipa
1-0-0i beat Western
No. 9•Clemson
Carolina 43-0: at Virginia Tech
No. 10 Miami. Fla. 1-0-0 beat No. 20

Florida 31.4 is idle
No 11 Penn State '11-6-0 beat Bowling
Green 45.19. vs. Alabama.
No. 12 Arkansas 10-0-0} was Idle. at
Mississippi
No. 13 Washington 11-0-0, beat Stahford
31.21. vs. Purdue
No 14 Arizona State 0-0-0; was idle, at
Illinois
No. 15 Texas AfirM 40-1-0! lost to No 6 Loui,siana State 17.3, vs. Washington.
No. 16 Iowa (0-1-0 was idle, vs. Arizona.
,No. 17 Tennessee 2-0-01 beat Colorado
State 49-3. it Mississippi State.
No 18 Notre Dame I0-0-0,1 was idle, at No
7 Michigan
No. 19 Southern Cal 10-0-01 was idle, Sept
7 at Michigan State.'
No. 20 Florida 10-0-0 lost to No. 10 Miami,
Fla.. 3t-4, vs . Tulsa.
No, 20 Georgia 11-0-01 beat Virginia 30-22,
vs. Oregon Slate. •
Nom

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

We're Chewing Up The Competition

There's never been
a better time to get an

at

Faye's
Computerized Embroidery Silk Screening
TrophieS — Sportswear — Jackets
Next to Pagliai's

753-7743

MHS wins 5-4

Aerostat..
America's new
best-seller

Tigers edge Falcons in opener
The Murray High Soccer Team
began its fifth season on Saturday,
Sept. 5th defeating the Fort Campbell Falcons 5-4.
Last year the Tigers lost seven
seniors, six were starters, but this
year's young team is already setting their sights on a promising
season. Coach I Doc ) Rob Williams
says, "It is going to be a tough
schedule."
The Tigers know what a winning
team is like, being the 1985
Regional Champions and having a
1986 11-1 record.
Region I Soccer is constantly
growing with the addition of four
new teams this year.
The Tigers have their first home
game Tuesday. Sept. 8th at Cutchin
Field at 4:30. They host St. Mary's
of Paducah.

f-z,
- Ft. Campbell (IV. & VAR

Away

4:30

St. Mary's
Tilghman

Away

4:30

Sept. k

Owensboro Apollo
University Heights I JV & VAR
Heath
Marshall County

Home (Holland1
Home (Holland)
Home (Holland)

1:00
4:30
5:00

Madisonville

Horne (Holland)
HOnie (Hollaffd

4:00
5:00

Sept. 26

University Heights Tourney

Away

Sept. 29

Calloway Co. (J.V. & Var)
University Heights
Marshall County

Home (Holland )

4:00

Away
Away

4:30

Home (Holland)

4:00

Away

4:30

Oct. 15

Tilghman
Calloway Co. (J.V. & VAR
St. Mary's

Away

4:30 -

Oct. 17

Ft. Campbell (J.V. & Var

Home (Holland)

Sept. 22
Sept. 24

Oct. 1
Oct. 6
Oct. 8
Oct. 13

'87 Models
and

10:00

Sept. 8
Sept. p

Sept. 17

our

Only a Few Units Left!

Home (Cutchin Field)

Sept. 15

We're Clearing Out

Our Only Sales Gimmick
Is a Good Deal!

Murray High School
Soccer Schedule 1987
Sept. 5

Buckle up—
together we can
save lives.

5:00

10:00

.--171F10
/9EC11391-FIFI

It does So much so well'
that more buyers choose it than any other mini-van.

See It and Drive It
at
West Kentucky's Oldest
Volume Dealer,
FORD
MFAcuRY
LINCOLN

Parker I
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
MERCUFIY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky. 42071
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NOTICE OF SALE
Calloway Circuit Court Civil Action File
No. 87-CI-068. First Nationwide (Former
ly Lincoln Federal Savings & Loan Association and Security Federal Savings 8z Loan
Association - Murray Branch. Plaintiff vs
Bank of Murray, Defendant/CrossPlaintiff. and Jimmy C. Hays and wife,
Janice K. Hays; Commonwealth Of Kentucky. Defendants.
By virtue of an execution directed to me
and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court in favor of the Bank of Murray,
I will, on the 12th day of September, 1987.
at 9:00 a.m., sell to the highest bidder the
following equipment:

Machinery and Equipment
K-Dart kerosene heater, 90.000 BTU, 7-2
54499. used; Grinder saw, Craftsman
315-11560, used; Drill Press, Guardian,
3262. used; Table saw 10" Craftsman,
0241-P0225, used; 12' Tow Motor, Mobilift,
0000-1711, used; 4-10" casters, Aero, used;
1 svheelbarrel, Wright-way used; Mortarmixed, gilson 6.5-142, used: 2 propane
heaters, Shop, used; Chain Hoist, Coffinc,
10023AF, used; 100' electric cord, RC-Mex,
used; 4 mortar stands, shop. used; 6 corner poles, Sta-rite, used; Chain hoise gantry. Yale, FW-2 used; 29 6'6" scaffolds,
Wright-way. used; 60-Braces. Wright-way,
used; 10 set up scaffolds, Bil-Jax. used.

Office Equipment & Furniture
Desk and chair. used; Plan table. used;
File cabinets, used; Calculators, Sharp,
81044837, used at the University Branch
Bank of Murray, where the equipment is
now located.
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved check or give bond with approved surety payable within ten days of the sale, same
to have the force and effect of judgement
on which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity.
J.D. Williams. Sheriff

2.Natici
LIFE HOUSE
COUNSELOR'S
TRAINING SEMINAR

Illasieletaillalheissiteritess

NEED HELP!
to prune a tree,

2

Nottce

THE Gold Nugget,

)(DON'T U READ
THE WANT ADS?
Everybody else does!

south side of square.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, lakt, gold chains'
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

tend your garden? tbu'll find it
right here in the
classifieds!

Help *anted

-Looters elieceme

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy_ For
free Information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Needed
Immediately
2 experienced
Auto Body People
5 years experience
necessary
Full time
Yearly employment
Send resume to
Martin Auto Body
P0 Box 712
Shelbyville KY
40065
502-633-0682

"free local chum %entre

5

Lost and

Found

LOST: Large black
neutered male cat with
white stomach, from
19th street area. An
swer to "TuTu". 753
6062 or 753 3753

6

Help

Wanted

BABYSITTER needed
Monday through
Friday; 7A M 4P M
Call 753 9248
COSMETOLOGIST
barber stylist part
time only Local Salon
seeking intelligent,
work oriented stylist
with excellent tom
munication and techni
cal skills Minimum 1
year experience prefer
someone not locally
trained. Income to $7
per hour. Apply in
person, Head Quarters.
715 S 12th St No phone
calls. All inquiries
strictly confidential

PEANUTS

53 IA\ THNKiN6 AWBE
I SHOULD RUN FOR A
PLACE ON TI-IE
CITY COUNCIL...

6

ARTTST model
De
partment of Art Part
time Salary 15 00 per
trour
Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred Work will be
assigneci according to
need for models for fail
and spring semester
Contact Department of
Art, Murray, Ky 42071
502 7 6 2 3 7 8 4
E OE
M F
EARN $500 PER
WEEK Want salesman
to work on rural routes
Must have car and be
able to furnish good
references
We train
and teach you to earn
$500 per week See Alex
McCommas. Holiday
Inn, Murray
Monday
SkPt- 7_.

. -s ant.ques
ilehilfriodker
crafts
bean pots settles cfothS
odds & eras Coons See Us

Carolyn's
Corner
itra nice used furniture
Plus new gottware
and more'
Financing available.
753-61575

6

at Ken-Oak Motel
Aurora
Sept. 4th, 5th & 7th
8:30 till ?

Opening Tuesday
Sept. 8th

Located inside
Uncle Jeff's

Notice

"Several"
Yard Sales

$10 00 Registration
Scholarship fund
Available, Babysitting provided
Fri. 6-9 pm Sept 11
Mon, Sept 14 thru
Fri.
Sept. 18. 6-9 pm all
nights
Open to those wanting to volunteer to
work at Life House.
Ministers, & those
who make referrals
For more information contact Life
House at 753-0700
from 9:30 am to 4:30
pm

cut your lawn or

I Larry Salmon will not
be responsible for any
one's debts, other than
my own as of today
Sept. 5, 1987.

2

OFFICE in Hardin
looking for .2 people to
work, nice office, above
minimum wage Call
Mon Fri 12 4P M 354
6345
OVER the road drivers
We offer an excellent
salary and benefit
Package including
mileage pay on actual
miles, loaded and
empty, fuel bonus, paid
unloading and loading.
pick up. I a v
drOp
Overs, medical and life
insurance, paid
u. vacations, and late
model equipment
if
you are at least 23, have
2 years verifiable over
the road experience.
cleaning driving record
and can pass a DOT
Physical, give us a cail
at 753 1717 and ask for
Danny or Dick
PTL
(Paschal Truck Lines.
Inc.) Hwy. 641 South
Murray, Ky. 42071

Help

Wanted

6

EARN excellent money
in home assembly work
Jewelry, toys and
others
Fl & PT
available Call today'
1 518 459 3546 (toll re
fundable) Dept B973
24Hrs

9

By GARY LARSON
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Situation

Wanted

DRESS making
alterations drapes etc
1365.850
GENERAL house and
Office cleaning 5 years
experience
References
supplied
759 1578 o-r
753 8642
7 would like to fake care
of sick or elderly per
son. $600 per month
Experienced
Phone
527 3.474
MILITARY regulation
alterations All types of
other sewing
Flags
made to order ironing
and babysitting
Cali
Barbara 759 1836
WILL keep child 3 years
or older in my home
753 0118
WOULD YOU LIKE Te5
COME HOME TO A
CLEAN HOUSE' Re
asonable rates Excel
lent references
Will
also do laundry &
ironing. Call 753 4339
WOULD like to care for
children in my home
References available on
request 753 5290
WOULD like to babysit
in my home 753 6200
YARD mowing and
trimming
Large or
Small
Calt
:stis
435 4447

(
s-•y 1 ewer Tell you felleris

CEREAL. IN 'ME
MORNING AND A
WARM eALONEY
6ANDWICI-k- AT NOON..

Wanted

EL-ECTRIC inspector
for city of Murray Call
753 6784
FULL and part Time
Animal
help needed
Shelter Applications at
the Public Library.
Sept 4th from
Fri
3 6P M.. Tues , Sept
8th from 3 6P M
re
sumes P 0 Box 764
RECEPTIONIST
cashier
part time
Seeking intelligent,
organozed, work orien
led individual Apply in
person Head Quarters,
715 S 12th St
Thurs..
Fri and Sat , 9A M
4 30P M
No phone
calls
REPS NEEDED for
business accounts Full
Time. 160,000 $80,000
Part Time. 112.000 $18.
000 No selling, repeat
business. Set your own
hours Training pro
video Call 1 612 938
6870, M F. 13am to 5pm
(Centra
Standard
Time)
SALES position
Ex
perience preferred or
will train right people
High commis'sions,
growth potential with
expanding company
Call 19011247 3210
Versatile
WANTED
bass player and
drummer interested in
playing original mate
rial
For obiective
album recording Only
seriously. interested.
male or female Call
Terry 623 6338

FULL or part time
help
Local service
company Must be able
to work odd hours
Willing to work
No
experience necessary
If interested write P 0
Box 1040 M. Murray. No
phone calls accepted
1JCENCED cosmotol
ogist for booth rental
Call 753 4070 between
9A M 5P M
MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR
mediate opening for
qualified commercial
maintenance roofing
supervisor Must travel
extensively, excellent
salary, benefits and
transportation fur
nished
Send resume
showing all previous
experience and re
quired salary to P 0
Box 947, Mayfield, KY
MASSAGE therapist
trainee part time—posi
Non Prefer female over
30 Must be athletic and
possess a high moral
character and a wiltin
gness to work
No
experience necessary
licensed instructor will
train qualified candid
ate
Apply in person
Head Quarters, 715 S
12th St , between 5P' M
7P M , Thurs , Fri and
Sat No phone calls
NATIONAL Co looking
for local distributor to
service convenient stores
with a highly popular
product 1 800 361 3633
NEED a lob' 4 openings
now You May qualify.
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, 121 you
have been out of school
9 months or more.
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This prolect is funded
by the Western K y
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
J.T.P A Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12:00 5 days a week

THE FAR SIDE

Help

10 Business Opportunity

INTERNATIONAL
SERVICE COMPANY

+

KMUMR

At the Old Spiders' Home

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1
5
9
12

is in debt
Sarge's dog
Watch pocket
Native of
Warsaw
13 Lean-to
14 Macaw
15 Native of
Stockholm
17 Extreme
19 Substance
21 Narrate
22 Unlock
24 Sun deity
25 Footlike part
26 "Peter -"
27 Collect
29 Equally
31 Emmet
32 Three-toed
sloth
33 Babylonian
deity
34 Metric
measure
35 French

BEETLE BAILEY

OLJTA THAT
BED!

LETS
DISCUSS
THIS

WHAT ARE YOU
WILLING TO OFFER
IN RETURN FOR-..

WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO THE ART OF
NEGOTIATION?

?

4•.8

lat.KeF
SLONDIE

DAGw000,You MUST
L,comE IN IMMEDIATELY '

TRAVIS wl.LAT LAson
DAY 15 ALL APOUT

ii

r
1
12

2

3

4

article
36 Follows tall
38 Split - soup
39 "Salem's
40 Paid notice
41 Wrangle
42 Asterisk
44 Usurp
46 Banner
48 Tolls
51 Inquire
52 Newspaper
paragraph
54 - Minor
55 Pigpen
56 - to order
57 Critic Rex

DOWN
1 Harvest
goddess
es
2
Success
slang
3 Ingredient
4 Style of
automobile
5

6

17
19

22

110:11=1___
YE5, ISt QUEEN OF
DIONAII„IM ALSO
THE LIVING SNAKE
GODDESS.

I 41(151 LEAVE, MIND
WAITING HERE 2

so13010

5 Bone
6 Menace
7 Rip
8 Unusual
9 Countenances
10 Mr Roberts
8

9

10

Ii

U118 UUi
UUU
ill

21

20US
24
25

23

26

27

28

31

32

33

29

30

OH ND NOT AT ALL „,
34

DON'T MIND,
35

37
39

42

UU
UI
III
III
41

44

43

46

38

40
15

47

481149
51
55

52

UU

53

58UIU

POODs

WOCIDE R
A11301010
PAULI
AU 0 AUUY
IUS
SEOMU sail
OLUP
MEM
IN
TELLS
SNEKII NO
0MU TROT
T E Sill NG
S P AUS
IL
ULEOP OLWU
GEM
TENOR
UOM
EVON
RESIN
MO
OOMOTE
SPIWIES
NOTOO
ESUER

13

UUU

15

4.14iroo.

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle

54

57

50

11 Lucille 16 Latin
comunction
18 Roman road
20 Educate
22 Libra's
birthstone
23 Sheet of
glass
25 Bosc. e g
27 Manner of
running
28 Pays
attention
29 - code
30 Scorch
34 Pacify
36 Impaired by
use
37 Experienced
39 Tall spare,
looselointed
41 Besmirch
42 Health
resorts
43 Trial
44 Pilaster
45 Above
47 Goal
49 Falsehood
50 Mournful
53 Myself

11

Instruction

LEARN to Square
Dance Western style
Classes start Sept 13
W0W
Mall, 3rd and
Maple
Murray
2 4
P M 436 2495

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER
e-

NO exeitaispice 011a0150. tOo
WIN end WOMEN is,, mood to Qum
?WNW, lot
Pon-Ototo soonato
DO,Cortd,o1., P,o,omoni ONP.

Accredited Member NATTS
Financial Aid Avelleble
ALLIANCE
•• a iiimol• !RAMO., 'OS
•••••11Os

Call Toll Free Anytime

1-800-334-1203
14

Want to

Buy

WANTED:
Lumber Logs
Red Oak White Oak
and Poolar
CONTACT:
James Mathis
Dover, TN
615-232-8466
or 232-5928.
16 Home Furnishings
1 TWIN BOOKSHELF
headboard box springs
and mattress, chest
night stand solid pine 3
years old, excellent
condition $300 753 5711
BEIGE striped
recliner, green plat
form rocker
and red
velvet couch 753 4039
JENNY Linn baby be&
swing and stroller 436
5602k1NG mattress with
springs ana frame
753 9248
22

Musical

ANTIQUE upright
player pi a no
corn
pietely restored $1800
Call 759 4407 after 5P M
RUDOLPH Wurlifzer
piano $750
Wu.riieter
organ
$250
Baby
swing 110 dishwasher
1750 753 7323
24
Miscellaneous
1979 580 C CASE back
hoe, very good condi
tion 437 4.467
)0 CU FT Kelvinator
frost free refrigerator
$150 474 2796
2 FORK lifts. 5000 lb
T CM . 4000 lb
AI;
Chalmer
527 8865 or
(home 527 8968
/ GARAGE wood doors
10x7 1 2. $100 each
753 4612
SETTER built' storage
buildings now on dis
play at Treas
n
Murray 8 x12 starting
at $585
Call
E
Williams 489 2663
PAVE'S Tiger and
Laker
gym bags
shirts. ierseys, sweats,
lackets, caps Next to
Pagliacs
r IR EWOOD for sale
437 4667
GLIDDEN latex wall
paint 5 gallon can.
$2999 Get at. Black's
Decorating Center. 701
S 4th St , Murray
}-fUNTERS Special
camper for sale gas or
electric refrigerator. gas
stove, furnace. $900 Call
after 5 30p m 753 6919
LARGE, large. large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield.
Ky 502 247 7831
MULCH for safe shred
tied hardwood bark by the
truck load, brown or
black, fresh or full con')
posted U haul or we de
liver Call Jerry 759 4808
PENTAX mount lens,
like new
80 200mm
macro zoom and 28mm
wide angle Certificates
for 500 rolls of film and
120 photo enlargements
All for 1250 759 9752
WE have swimming
pool motors for sale
Also, large, stock of
other electric motors up
to 25HP Dill Electric
759 1577
26

TV

Radio

LEASE TO OWN 25
console TV with remote,
$53 a month Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month
Murray Rental
8. Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV 128 a month
Murray Rental 8. Sales
753 8201
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12)(40 MOBILE home,
1600. 753 6640 or 901 644
1924
1‘)0113, 2 BEDROOM
mobile home Owner
must sell 492 8819
14x70 MOBILE 6orne on
large shaded lot in
county. 2 bedroom, 2
bath, dishwasher, car
port, porch, cen.tral
heat and air
Call
759 1578.
14x70 SALEM, 2 Bed
room, 2 bath, fireplace„
central air, gas heat,
partly furnished, front
porch, outbuilding.
Located at Fox
Meadows. Call after
4p.m. 759 9452.

MONDAV,SEPTEMBER 7, 1987
•

CLASSIFIEDS
27 Wade Nome for

Sale

10x55 TIP out. in living
room and kitchen, par
tiaiiy furnished 189
2816
14x72 1981 CLAYTON1
mobile home Central
heat and air, fireplace,
2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
partially furnished 753
7913 before SP M or
753 4544 after IP M
1974 72x60 TRAILEIT
on 100x180 shaded lot 3
bedrooms, 1 bath, all
electric and wood heat
Furnished and air con
ditioned
Negotiable,
$12500 or best offer
Days 759 1221, after
4P.A6_ 759 1153
1979 12x60 EXTRA nice
mobile home on well
shaded private lot with
2 large storage
buildings 437 4785
1982 TIDWELL 1/x64
mobile home Excellent
condition, newly car
peted, gas heat, central
air
7 bedrooms. 2
baths, kitchen, living
room
Phone 753 3310
after 7P M
4x60 DOUBLE wide
with extra 12x12 room
attached
House type
siding, central heat and
air, nice carpets. ser
vice Pole Call 753 2616
NICE 198/ Continental
mobile home 14x60 1
bedroom, 2 full baths
cathedral ceilings Cali
after 8P M 753 0921

30

Business Rentals

20x50
Commercial
Space
For Rent
Natufal gas teat
Good location on
641 Highway
Puryear, Tn
901-782-3450

32

Apt. for

Rent

LAKEFRONT apart
ment
2 bedrooms,
garage, kitchen with
appliances furnished
LeaSe and deposit re
quire° No children or
pets
436 2484 or
753 7272
MUR Cal acts
Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
NICE effeciency apar
Single or
tment
married couple desired
No children or pets.
Stove, refrigerator and
water furnished. - Call
after 6.30P.M. 753 1817.
NOW available Newly
redecorated 2 bedroom
duplex
Kitchen with
range and refrigerator,
large living room with
wood burning fireplace,
carpeted throughout
$200 per month plus
deposit. No children or
pets. 46 2755.
NOW taking ap
plications for 1 and 1
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments. Call 753 8221
E qual Housing
Opportunity
SMALL apartment on
Blood River, $75 per
month All electric and
air 4.36 2427
TAKING applications
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts , Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
VACANT sharp 2 bed
room duplex
Also, 3
room furnished apart
ment Also, 2 bedroom
mobile Coleman Real
Estate 753 9898

44

Lots for

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Sale

I ACRES with lofS ol
trees. septic system
Reduced price
Southwest area
753
5233 after 6P M
BEAUTIFUL building
lots in lake . area near
Kenlake, adjoins fast
developing resort Lots
may be bought singly or
at a special price for all
20 lots Call MTG Better
Homes and Gardens
753 4000
kENTUCKY Lake lot 1
acre, 12x 60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500 Home 442 1770
or Office 442 3632 Ow
ner financing
NICE lot on 121, 61/
miles North on natural
gas lines 180x306, two
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870
WATERFRONT lot in
Pine Bluff/ Hamlin
area 1/2 acre, wooded.
good access Priced at
$7500 owner financing
available. Ken Shores
Estates 753 7531

48

Auto Services

IMPORT Auto Salvage
new and used parts
Open 8A M 6P M
Monday Saturday 474
2325
49

Used

Cars

1979 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, power,
air, cruise, extra clean
Call 436 2427
1979 MOB convertible,
approximately 46,000
miles, 4 speed, $2900
(Paris) 901 642 4468
after SF' M
1982 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme Brougham,
Want to Rent
31
excellent condition,
54300 753 3293
1984 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, excellent con&titian. 110,000. 437-4467.
1984 FORD Escort, 2
door, AM/FM cass
ette, 60,000 miles. Call
after 4 30 P.M 753 9369.
1984 FORD Crown Victoria
Power windows,
door locks and air.
32 Apts for Rent
759 1899 after SF' M.
1 & 7 bedroom apart
45 Farms for Sale
1984 GRAND Prix. Air,
ments Lease and de
tilt, cruise, ,power win
18 ACRES mil, per
poSit
No pets
No
manent pasture, pond, dows, tinted windows,
children 753 9208
fencing, excellent extra nice. 16000. 759T BEDROOM apart
building site 4 miles 4915.
men/ located at 1628 C
southeast on old Salem
Miller Ave $120 rent
Nerd An Extra Car
road $21,000 Financial
and deposit Call 753
assistance possible for
For A Few Days?
3415, after SP M
753
qualified btryer.
7123
Rent Fr orn Gene Al
577 0903
1 BEDROOM basemenf
Dwain Taylor
apartment, 1109 Vine.
46 Homes for Sale
$125 a month plus
Chevrolet, Inc.
11 172 MILES southeast of
28 Mobile Homes tor Rent
deposit 753 6143
502 753 2617
Murray
1987 Energy
7 BEDROOM trailer, 1 OR 2 bedroom fur
Saver, 54,04 Doublewide.
nished
apartment,
some
$135 per month and
bricked 1/2 up, large 1986 CHEVROLET
water furnished Shady utilities furnished, close
bricked front porch, 3 BR, Spectrum, 4 door, air
to
University
and
Oaks all Call 901 885
conditioning, cruise,
2 bath, fireplace, great
hospital
Deposit re
5751
12,xxx
Call 759 1965
room,
dining
room,
kit
quired
Cali
753 4012 or
bet ween
7 BEDROOM, 14)(48
chen,
ceiling
fan,
new
8756
753
$1 75 per month
well pump, new septic, 22 8A.M. 3:30P M , after
1 or 7 BEDROOM
492 8819
acres, stocked pond, all 6P.M. call 753 6052.
7 OR 3 BR, furnished or apartment near down
fenced, new. 15x30 shed, 1986 RDford Cougar.
unfurnished, some new town Murray Call 753
large corn crib
34 Houses for Rent
Very Low mileage, new tires.
4 1 09
7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
furniture, natural gas
quiet & friendly Inquife after 6P.M. -at
436 2844
2 BEDROOM near un
electric, air con
neighbors $38,000. Call 753 7605 or 753 0354.
'versify 753 9562
67 CHEVY, factory air,
ditioned
Shady Oaks 7 BEDROOM fiaished
Mrs Todd 436 2105.
apartment outstanding
BEDROOM house,
753 5209
BEDROOM brick with electric window. extra
TVA
location
insulated
near
gas 1/2 walk out basement nice. Phone 489 2816.
campus
NORTHWIND Mobile
heal, 410 5_ 10th $235 a
Home Park on North Now available $195
very private backyead, '72 VW, new brakes,
month
deposit
plus
16th Street now has 753 8585
Broad Street Coleman cylinders, exhaust,
753
6143
trailer lots and trailers 7 BEDROOM un
shocks, tires, paint, etc.
Real Estate 753 9898
furnished apartment in I BEDROOM house af
for rent 753 9866
May be seen
7 BEDROOM fouse and $1700
WE buy, se and repair Stella $150 a month, Panarama Shores, $250 1 2 acres 9 miles from Kenlake State Park, 474
deposit and references per month
No pets
8842
used eir conditioners
town quiet -neighbor
required
753 7443 or 753 6531
79 SUBARU wagon, '71
Dill Electric, 759 1577
hood. 3 fireplaces, large
489 7256
I BEDROOM house, 204 rooms, high ceilings
Datsun wagon 474 2325.
DUPLEX for rent,
S 13th St AC, gas heat
30 Business Rentals
'80 CHEVY Citation, 2
Shop, other out
bedroom, 1 1 /2 bath, No pets
References buildings, fencing, or
door, hatchback, excelOR I car shop 753 9386
strictly energy et
required
$300 per chard, garden. $23,000
lent condition 436 2237
or 753 4509
ficuent, natural gas, month 753 4862
or 753 1462
43.5 4261.
business space near Un
ceiling . fans, air con
I BEDROOM 151S
81 HONDA Accord
LEVEL waterfronf
iversity Phone 753 9393
ditioning fully car
Sycamore $350. 2 bed
home 4 bedrooms, 2 Automatic with air,
rent
Office or peted, deluxe applian
room 1607 Ryan $250, baths, 2
kitchens, 2 power steering, 4 door,
store space at Southside ces. storage and other also sharp 2 bedroom
greattooms, 2 A I condition, low
Shopping Center Phone desirable features 753
duplex
Coleman RE fireplaces, 2 car gar
mileage 753 4801
753 6612 or 753 4509
5344
753 9898
age, 2 heat pumps, boat
81 PONTIAC Phoenix,
I BEDROOM brick, 911 dock, extra lot with 4 door with hatchback,
Waldrop Dr , adjacent garden and fruit trees
automatic, air con
to MSU, furnished or
Call MTG Better Homes difioning, AM/FM
unfurnished. $350 per and Gardens 753 4000
radio, ideal student car.
month plus deposit No 7 MOBILE homes
on 1 $2000 753-9419 evenings.
pets Family only. 753
acres more or less
5714
West of Murray lust oft
CYPRESS Creek
CARS
121 on blacktop road
Lakefront, 7 BR house, Phone 489 2220
'85 VW Jetta. .
owner, air AM/FM
furnished, you pay elec
I BEDROOM house.
tric Years lease, deposit
stereo cassette. low mileage
753 7928 after SP.M
No pets Adults Call 436
BY OWNER
New 1
2366
85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door local- 1
bedroom, 2 bath home
QUITE country setting
in Canterbury Subdivi
owner, full power & air A down payment of
1 or 2 bedroom, garage sion
Attractive well
apartment, low rent in planned home.
$300 is probably all you will need to own this
Must see
return
for
some
work
to apprecia't'e Call 753
car
753 5733
3903 after 4P.M
New & Used
TWO bedrooms, stove, DUPLEX for
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
sale by
E.ecutive &
refrigerator
Married owner
Program
Ventcles
Price reduced
owner car on the lot. 30.000 miles. tilt,
couples only, no chil
Phone 753 7486
D01-642-.11900
dren or pets
Re
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
cruise, air, power everything. AM/FM stereo
FOR sale 3 bedroom
ferences and deposit
brick
Good neighbor
casette You won'tlind another one like it
492 8.59.1 after 6P M
hood, tasefully de
'81 REGAL Limited,
corated, fenced yard. door, V 8 engine, blue,
'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
36 For Rent or Lease
Call after SP M for sharp! $2500 759 140.5
this one is still here Air, 5-speed, less than
RENT TO OWN
appointment 753 7903
83 HONDA, 4 door,
Quasar VCR 5 $10 week FOR sale by owner
40,000 miles, sporty, with fuel economy
Accord, $5500. 759 1843.
includes one free movie bedroom With applian
85 TEMPO, 4 door, 1
rental,week 52 weeks
ces, swimming pool,
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy gas saver with air
TV's and appliances wood burning stove. owner, 20,000 miles. AC,
loaded, SS400 759 4727.
5-speecl. AM/FM stereo cassette. rurc &
available Check our
Reduced to $29,500 Call GERMAN made
SS
low prices! Movie 214 727 1393.
drives great
BMW Isuetta bubble
World, 753 4.663
FOR sale by owner 3 car Must sacrifice at
82 Mercury Marquis...completely loaded
bedroom home, central S1200. A rare and unique
37 Livestock -Supplies
heat and air, fenced in antique car. The whole
1 owner new car trade-in. V-8, mileage in
SIMMENTAL and Yard with 20x30 block
front opens up and
Simbrah bulls Per
low 50 s
building for shop. steering wheel pops out.
formance & semen Priced in the 30's. Call Take me
up on what
'82 Ford Escort. . .automatic air low
Excellent qual
tested
753 3052 or 492 8158.
might be your once ir a
$650
ity
&
Cada
up
NOUSE
and 2 tots. 3 life time deal. 753 9602
mileage. 1 owner, priced to sell
Ky 522 8794
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
or 753 3455
ing
room, bath, dining 15 it true you can buy
'82 Buick LeSabre...nicest around, power
38 Pets -Supplies
room, utility room. Jeeps for $44 through
everything V-8
BOARD your dogs and carport, garden, .2 out
the U.S. government?
with
Hidden Valley
cats
buildings. $23,000 492
Get the factS today!
'81 VW Rabbit...air, AM/FM, excellent seKennels. Also, female 8492.
Call 1 312 742 1142 Ext.
Pomeranian
toy
for NOUSE on 1 acre lot, 4 2641
cond car
sale 489 2377
miles west of Hardin on
Used Trucks
'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade, full
Hwy 80, $18,500 Call 50
43.Real Estate
759 4132 after 6 30P M. 1983 FORD van Bivouac
power & air. AM/FM stereo cassette
or 437 4948.
conversion, double air,
MINI ranch, 3 1/2 double tank, loaded.
'77 Plymouth Fury.. .1 owner. 318 V-8. exmiles from Murray. Excellent condition,
tra nice & clean See drive & even talk to
Brick home offers' 3 41,xxx miles. 753 9349.
BR's, dining room cen
the previous owner This one has been
1984 FORD van, V g
tral heat 'air
De
overdrive, air con
cared for like a baby
tached garage, 2 stare ditioner, 35,000 plus
stable, fenced paddock, miles. 753 4048.
'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner, too nice to
2 1/2 acres. Upper 30's.
77 EL Camino 5.5 ,
Don't hesitate, call 70,000 miles. 52500.
believe Must see to appreciate
328
today for an appoint
8364 nights.
ment! Kopperud Realty
TRUCKS & VANS
'84 MAZDA Sport It,
753 1222.
good condition. Take
NEW
listing
owner:
by
Voyager-Min
Plymouth
'86
i-Van...local
over payments.
3 bedroom home, extra 753
0086.
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in, 7 passenger
large lot, 1/2 fenced in
near school and stores. CHEVROLET 1972, 6
seating, 2 tone blue, full power & air, tilt,
cylinder, automatic,
759 1761.
cruise AM/FM stereo cassette
NOW 'S the time to pick up. Short bed, 67,
make yOur move to the 000 miles, $800 489 2595.
'86 Jeep Commanche...4X4, just 15.000
country. Tip top condi 51
Campers
1 owner miles, V-6, AM/FM stereo
tion describes this home
The CENTURY 21' eye
FIBERGLASS camper
on
2
acres
with
shop,
tern sells more homes,
'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van...Just
storage building and 2 top, fits Mazda B 2000,
find, more homes and
stall barn-Jost reduced raising side doors, 2
delivers more intercity!
int 1 owner, full power & air, travel package
transactions every day
to S35,000. Call MTG dorrs in back, lights,
than anyone else in the
that makes the rear seat into a bed
radio speakers, fans,
Better Homes & Gar
world So whether you're
roof vent. $100. 753 4662.
dens 753 4000.
Looking to buy or sell, call
'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, new
NOW's the time to
Pella Miller, 753 7721 She
Services Offered
make your move to the 53
listed and sold 11143.400 In
off road tires. V-6, ready for the hunting
ii days
country. Tip top condi 7 BEDROOM house and
season,.low mileage
tion describes this home 1 2 acres. 9 miles from
Put Number 1
on 2 acres with shop, town, quiet neighbor
Whatever It takes, we want to be
to work for you."
storage building and 2 hood 3 fireplaces, large
stall barn. Just reduced rooms, high ceilings
your car and truck company
to $35,000 Call MTG Shop, other out
Itiorrroo Ii Ink,.
Better Homes & Gar
buildings, fencing, or
11 r IInsii 1'.. lie
0
dens 753 4000
chard, garden. $23,000
otr or how&
toll,'
435 4261.
Loretta Jobs Reehors
47
Motorcycles
CellIVS1111-PiVMOUTH DODGI
YARD landscaping,
203 P•mv•
2••
istt sest w000 st PALMS 1M
••I Nowa.
'79 400 YAMAHA
leveling driveways,
•OR /413 I•••
••••••••• *awe
street bike. Must sell blade work and bush
R•'1•••••un
41/ 14•1
Real
al,. VI •
•
owner goining across hogging Call 436 5430 or
So. .9 I
o•OfPr.IVV+11.1 oases econetstrrn
NM iii /IP
lel, Vas I *
country. 489 2377.
753 0659

WANTED
Farm Land
To Rent
474-8042

53. Services Offered

The Pride Is back in Paris. . .
Even in the used car department'

Dan Taylor

OniurYli

PEPPERS

4,...1 ••••
••
•.
•
peo.no %

Services Offered

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Services Offered

53

A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning ap
chances, offering full
service installation
Also, fireplace repair
'Chimney cleaning
'Masonry 'Damper
'Bird screen 'Hoods
436 5355
A 1 STUMP Removal
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface Call us
before you decide Free
estimates 753 0906
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S 5th St
Business 753 4872, 436
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 35.4 6956 or 753
5341.

BUSH hogging, free es
timates 753 5476
COLLEY Tree Service
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prun
ing, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees Stump removal
Complete tree care 14
years experience. Free
estimates 753 0366
CONCRETE drive
wayS, patios, brick and
block work CALL 502
492 8160.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading Phone
753 1537_
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
Interior & Exterior
GUTTERING by Sears
Doors, Windows
Sears continuous gut
Underpinning. Gutters
tens installed for your
Vinyl & Carpet
specifications. Call
Installed
Sears 753 2310 for free
Leveling, plumbing
estimate.
sagged roofs 8. floors
HAMILTON Cultured
repaired
marble and tile. 643 Old
-Best prices,
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
quality results"
INSULATION blown in
Sliding Glass Doors
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
Complete & instaliec
high heating and cool
450 thru Oct. 31s1
ing bills. Call Sears
Lattice Decks from '250
753-2310 for free
"Factory Experience
estimate
Building & Servicing
LEE'S CARPET
Mobile Norm's...
CLEANING. For all
*PHONE 1502)492-8488*
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
ROOFING, shingle
estimate call 753-5827
work, flat roofs. Call
Satisfied references.
collect 376-2968

LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn
mercial. .Air condition
ing Sales and service
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
MOBILE HOME
Specialist. Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING: interior
and exterior. Roofing.
Free estimates. Call
Willie 436 2326.
PAINTING
interior
exterior 25 years experience. Quality work.
Reasonable rates. Free
estimates Yearry's
Painting 436 2245
QUALITY
workmanship Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing
D L
Poole
435 4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home•
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.

53

Services

Offere0

1011.1.11•00Yme.A.Pnr-abolls,.4.......so

Aff
illfIC/111
tolL spEC1U 0t-45

rt.t

am_ ea..,
II ar 64,
i
1:166 Sam

r.
wiesistwoww
a..•......
•••••

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
CltercwItersee•
753-757 1

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening
40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill; 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Ake

•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - (e•bnci s.nor

**********************

Dial-A-Service

•

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference
)

ØW

Ole
Police
911

911
-Voe
tv,44

Al
murr
ay Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, K‘,"

I

753-5131
Iron. and Carrlar dipolar
for solos and sarvIc• In Murray
and Calloway County.

num

753_8181

Poison Control
753.7588
PH 502 759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
RT 2 130x 45A

CENTER
`SJI2C,

Rent the tools you need.

753-8201

-

211 Main

Murray-Made Windows --- Siding-Fenc,nc:
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
c
a
.
li JERNI AMA'S a 4NtSCX1-ITIS
121 By-Peas'

753-8407

15 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed

Dunnoway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Res. 753-6965

MICH
ELIN
MOUSE SO Mint IS AWING
ON YOUR TIRES.

753-1489

• \ 1,11110
HaptAN Se

a
'la

Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
Ph. 502-759-1158 days 502-753-7204 nights

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916
Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
Center Dr. off 641 N.
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates! .
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Spouse Abuse 1
Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

Will Clean House or Office
Call 753-6298
or 753-3781

tip for SaNriy?

CARROLL
'4'
:01

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE

Starting A New Business?

:0.,, ....

Bus. 753-8730

=

MURRAY. KY 42071

RENTAL SALES
.
i.,

Phone
753-2571

24 Hr. Sank,. Hwy 464 E., 1824 k, Almo, KY 42020
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair
.

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
8 AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

$02 Chostriut.

ea

.A.1)
St tMI

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, 111

53

ALL types of masonry
work
Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios
Large or small jobs 26
years experience.
Charles Barnett 753
5476.

rop

Who sells
more homes?

PAGE 11

!Ta..
Tire & Wheel Alignment
VII
Rail
•Comput•rized
wh"1
wlwool Balancing
*.'"fd
Murray. Ay
- _1 105 Poou•
•
_

a"9---

gdw....-

Bob Dial
'5021 489-2739

Robert Dial
15021 489-2153

No Job Too Small

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions
Garage Doors. Openers & Repair

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda) 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Donald Harvey recalls tour more London murders
LEXINGtON, Ky. lATh — Admitted mass murderer Donald
Harvey now recalls killing 12 people while working at a London,
Ky., hospital instead of the eight
reported earlier, according to his
attorney.
William Whalen also said he has
signed an agreement with Laurel
Cornonwealth's Attorney Tom
Handy for Harvey to plead guilty
to unspecified criminal charges in
connection with those deaths.

OBITUARIES

Whalen said he signed the
agreement Sunday before he told
Handy about the additional
victims.
Handy could not be reached for
comment, but Whalen said the
prosecutor did not express any
misgivings about the agreement
even after he was told about the
other killings.
Whalen said Harvey. an Owsley
County. Ky., native who worked at
Marymount Hospital in London

Mrs. Mavis Ford Wolfe

from May 1970 to March1971. gave
him details of the Kentucky killings on Saturday.
Mrs. Mavis Ford Wolfe, n. of
With the new information.
1380 West Maggie Rd., Cadiz, died
Harvey has acknowledged responSunday at 7:25 a.m. at Western
sibility for the deaths of at least 56
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Her
people in Kentucky and Ohio. . death followed an illness of six
months.
which makes him one of the most
prolific mass murderers in U.S.
She had retired as an elemenhistory.
tar)' school teacher with Trigg
Harvey. 35. of Middletown.
County School System after serl,••
Ohio. has pleaded guilty to 25 ing 4611 years. She was a member
murders in Hamilton County, of Retired Teachers Assoctalon on
Ohio. He was sentenced to three
national, state, district and local
consecutive life sentences. whi0 level.
will keep him in prison for at least
Mrs. Wolfe was a member of
BOBBY wOLFF
60 years.
Delmont Baptist Church, Trigg
Under the agreement signed
County Senior Citizens and Linton
"Many eyes go through the meadSunday. Harvey will plead guilty
NORTH
Chapter 149 Order of the Eastern
9-7-A
ow. but few see the flowers in it."
•Q 7 6 5
Star
to "any criminal charges
•A J 5 3
— Emerson.
brought by a Laurel County grand
Born Sept. 20, 1909. in Trigg
•8 2
jury and provide the names of his County, she was the daughter of
•A 106
Kentucky victims to prosecutors the late William Albert Ford and
Many will have eyes for only one WEST
Annie Bridges Ford.
and the time of their deaths.
EAST
line of play for today's slam. But •K J 3
40 10 9 8 2
She is survived by one daughter,
Whalen revealed the agreement
only those who see another option V 9 8 7 6
•4 2
Mrs. Rex 'Ann Thompson,
and the information about the ad•K 10 4 3
will land the slam.
•J 9 7 6
ditional victims during an ap- Paducah, formerly of Murray;
South wins the heart lead and 4 7 5
•4 32
pearance on the "Your Govern- two sons, Billy F. Wolfe. Wichita
counts 11 top winners. Trick numSOUTH
ment" program broadcast by
Falls, Texas. and Dwight Wolfe,
ber 12 is easily available if the dia•A 4
WLEX-TV in Lexington.
Caruthersville, Mo.; three sisters,
mond king is onside. What happens
•K Q 10
Harvey's first killing at Mary. Mrs. Earle Adams and Mrs. Merle
if South runs a few winners and then
•A Q 5
mount was accidental. Whalen
tries the diamond finesse?
•K Q J 9 8
said. Harvey inadvertently hooked
The finesse loses to West's king Vulnerable: Both
a patient to a nearly empty oxygen
and the slam has no further chance Dealer: South
tank. according to his attorney.
(unless the spade king drops single- The bidding:
Whalen said Harvey
AUBURN, Ind. (API — A Rollston). It's down one on a slam that South
West
North
East
acknowledged killing 10 of his
Royce
used by Jim and Tammy
should have been made.
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
Kentucky victims in that manner.
Bakker sold for $91,000 at auction
The best plan for a 12th trick is 3•
Pass
6 NT
All pass The other two were smothered
here.
for South to try two finesses, either
Opening lead: Heart nine
with pillows.
Leo Dutran, a tanning salon
of which, if successful, will land the
,One of Harvey's other killings at
LEAD WITH THE ACES
owner
slam. At trick two, or shortly therefrom Worcester, Mass.,
9-7-B
the southeastern Kentucky
bought the beige and burgundy
after. South should lead his low South holds. •10 9 8
hospital may also have been an acluxury car Sunday at the Auburnspade toward dummy's queen (ace
6
cident. Whalen said.
•
Q 10 7 2
Cord-Du
and another would be a silly risk).
esenberg Festival, said
In an interview after his confes4b K 9 7 3 2
festival spokeswoman Renee
Luckily West wins his spade king.
sion
to
the
CinCinna
ti slayings.
South
West
North
Moreland.
and the slam is safe. There is now no East
Harvey said he killed chronically
11,
1
Pass
3V
Pass
Dutran bought a vintage Bentley
need for the diamond finesse.
ill hospital patients to put them out
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
owned by-the late singer John LenHad East held the spade king in- 7
of
their
misery.
not
because
Pass
he got
Pass
Pass
stead of West. the door would still ANSWER: Spade 10. Against
non at last year's auction.
grand any satisfaction out of it.
have been open for South to try the slams, stay passive. Don't
give anydiamond finesse. One successful fi- thing away with the lead.
nesse offers chances of 50 percent,
one successful finesse out of two Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
tries increases the chances to 75 stamped envelope
for reply
Copyrigbt. 1957 United Feature Syndicate
GM QUALM(
percent.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
SERVICE PARTS GM

Downs. Trigg County, and Mrs
Marie Calhoun, Grand Rivers; one
brother, Howard Ford, Trigg
County; five grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.
,
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2

Mrs. Grace Jones
Mrs. Grace Jones, 99, of 408
North Sixth St., Murray, died
Saturday at 710 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She was wife of Conrad C. Jones
who died in 1965. She was a retired
school teacher and had been deputy jailer when her late husband
served as Calloway County Jailer.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
First Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 4. 1888, in Calif:iv:ay
County, she was the daughter of
the late Bill Parker and Emma
Anderson Parker.
Survivors include two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Myrtle P. Spaulding,

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Bakker car sold
for $91,000

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

•

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

Alterations & Winter Storage

Yea Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Low Coats (Pleats Extra)

Services for Leonard (Mutt?
Crews will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Bowlin Funeral Home
Dresden, Tenn.
Burial will follow in Mack Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Crews, 60, custodian for the
University of Tennessee at Mar
tin, died Saturday at Volunteer
General Hospital, Martin.
He was a member of Jolley Springs Missionary Baptist Church,
Dresdent.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Faye Wright Crews; one
daughter, Mrs. Janie -Patterson.
Murray; one brother, Finis Crews,
Columbia, S.C.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Expires

NOTICE
ictio white Cohitv.itet
Gravr•I oriti Dirt.
KaLK STUMP REMOV
AL
Met haw( .111v Ietillive(1
.,.1
Deep Free Istwitatits
Treotori Cross Ties
,1343 Rtil) Kemp
of
' .111
lit )1) K vim') Jr

Here is an
opportunity to learn
about the Catholic
faith and its worship.
Join our inquiry group
Starting Sept 16. 198
Question and Ansv.er Fe"

Chevy
Stare

Leo
Catholic Church
St.

1985 Nissan 200SX
Rod, tpoird. P W P.L... tilt
cruisa,,R.W. defoggor
S.8013
...
0 trO0

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats (Nets Extra)

$1.50

The funeral will be today at 3
p.m. in the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Bev. David Brasher will officiate.
Mrs,_ Oneida White will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Dave Rottman, Wilford Duke. Rudolph
Smith, Ken Barber, Luther Geurin
and Robert Bucy.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the ftincrai
home.

EVERYBODY WELCOME

Each

Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)

Murray, and Mrs Delma Parker,
Rt. 8, Murray: one niece. Mrs.
Mary Kathryn Parker Snell,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.: two
nephews, Billy Joe Parker, Murray, and Dr. Dale Parker, Cairo.

Good

$250

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273

7:30 p.m.

$8500°°

401 N

12th St
Murray, Kentutky
Phone 753-3876

Each

9- 12 87

DILT

,
1..80•••
^Iv
Alecmpcp

Leonard iMutt)
Crews

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

753-5242

p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
Shoney Oliver will officiate.
Burial will follow in Lawrence
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m today
(Monday I.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve
The

Right

To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open
Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Chicken of the Sea

Tuna

Nasc.C.
Pi4 Esoi

Pis ',

tik

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

Coke

Ca

Products

8 pk., 16 oz.

1
•1

1 2 oz.
6/

57°

FEE4314111111111

Trail
Ella.rer

Pantry Pride

Bread

Dog Food
47

I

4,ors1.00 G. Whisker Cat Food

31/2 lb bag

99

Green

Dole

Red

Sweet

Broccoli

Bananas

Potatoes

Potatoes

Large Stalk

lb.

Bacon
12 oz.

67

lb

Snow White

Red

Cauliflower

Plums

Large Head

ti25C

Reelfoot

50 Ct. Sheet

20 lb.

1 lb. bag

Cabbage

Fabric Softener

$2

Hostess Moon Pies

$1For

97

Snuggle

Trail Blazer

/DOG FOOD/
f

2 liter

plus deposit

• T. /
/

39
\Carrots

$ 1 68

$ 1 19
lb

5

_

10 lb

89°
Peaches

Kiwi Fruit

3For89°
lb 69
.

11161.112
S1013E111,DE

BUY ONE
GET ONE

BUY ONE
GET ONE

6-4-0
-Y ONE
GET ONE

6 leaf

8 *or Worrontr

CLASSIC99
WA
'91
I-1 *

I:.EPERFECT
Latex _
Interior

S

IA

LL PAIN

11114"

9

14••
PtglE *MITE (BASE X)84°"
rinIMIrk

STYLE PERFECT: FLAT Rei4 $14 'ft)
Buy one gallon of Style Perfect Flat at reg. pike
& get a second pion of Style Perfect Flat tree.

WEATHER PERFECT" FLAT Reg. $15.99
Buy one gallon of Weather Perfect Flat at reg. pre
& get A second gallon of Weather Perfect Flat free.

CLASSIC 99- MATTE FLAT Reg. $17.99
Buy one gallon Classic 99 Matte Flat at reg. price
& gel a second gallon of Oassic 99 Matte Flat free.
1

„,,„„ ,,,.0 4,.,,*,„ v‘,11,,,,,,,,,r, 4,label 1.• Arra*

•.,):1 "
ri'.

'dl p•trtt thown offers one coat coverage apphed as &meted t

OUR ENTIRE WALLCOVERING DEPARTMENT ON SALE!
ALL CUSTOM ORDER BOOKS 10% TO 50% OFF REG. PRICE
Ifabric, ceiling and lining papers loom! In sample books available at our ese,da kos poce.1

SPECIAL PURCHASE
1N-STOCK
PATTERNS

#.4

SELECT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
DESIGNER COLLECTIONS
OFF
REG.
PRICE

-BUY ONE
GET ONE

-4-

atiervi

a

IMPERIAL CUSTOM
ORDER BOOKS

Buy one single roll at reg. price And get
a second single roll free.

"
•

;

R

-

•

OFF
REG.
PRICE
1WalkoverIng sold In double roll par karts In-Stor k avatlable in most stores Patterns shown may dttier hs

/Or

1

•

761%12 STOREWIDE SAV1N
SUPERPAINP

.
STYLE PERFECT

CLASSIC 99'

Our Better Interior
Paint 6-Year warranty
Save $5 to over 57

Our Best Interior
Paint—Save 55-59

Interior Semi-Gloss
Latex Enamel

A-100€

WEATHER PERFECT'

Our Finest Interior
Paint—Save 56-58

Our Best Exterior Paint—Satri

Our Better Exterior
Paint

New 15-Year warranty

New 10-Year warranty
Exterior Flat Latex
Paint House & Trim

Latex Flat Paint House & Trim
Interior Matte Flat
Latex Wall Paint

Interior Flat
Latex Wall Paint

BUY ONE
GET ONE
A-100

I
,

at
t
oickgI

gal.
Reg.
s18.99

STYLEPERrto

gal
Reg.
'18.99
gal.
Reg.
Reg
'20.99

s..u•rantee or irrnriess warrants
on ail sherwmlArlharro coar,ngs

WALL PAINS

'we 41).0 tor details All lir
shown otters one (Oaf coverage
apored as duetted ,

WHITE AND 15 "READY
TO GO- COLORS

Custom Tints S 11.99 gal.
Exterior Gloss Latex
Paint House & Trim

SWF"
Allunionnomminsusedr

V.

Our Longest Lasting
Oil-Base Paint—Save 55

Interior Semi-Gloss
latex Enamel
014

Alkyd Semi-Gloss

Interior Flat Latex Wall Paint
_aro
.at

Interior Semi-Gloss latex Enamel

CusI

.

CLASSIC 99
Sem Gloss -1'•
ENAMEL
gal.
Reg.
119.99
gal
Reg
'21.99

gal
Reg.
'2399

gal.
Reg.
'17.99

PACKAGE COLORS ONLY

Custom Tints 14.99 gal.

Over 1100 Styles and

SAVE ON

OUR ENTIRE DEPARTMENT ON SALE!• Colors to Choose From
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

SIANNA \cd I K

POWER ROLLER
PLUS
SAVE $40

HANDI-ROLLER
SAVE s10

PROTECTION NOV% AT GRE AT SA‘i INGS!
LASTIV,
SL \CE T

WA

SE

SAl

99
Rug

sq d
amsallinel

sq ,rd
M44.411rd
eg /2

17""
•IIXT

•( onventent WO to paint
ceilings, walls and floors
with no dripping ins mess

whe
5-ga

I VI

C on I nuosis

l•lamenr Nslon
•sason.s_"'
•24 Cutors

SAU

Y

• V% ate

RI\ I Rs1Di

\1 \CI( \I
2299

"

sal vd
Installed

sd
Installed
Reg 9.94

Six).
hr.( It
and
starlit

ft

ELECTRONIC
CUP GUN

"
22

Rim ‘z-

1111

SAVE
s30

Reg
'17999

all
PAP

• Apply I gal 01 paint in less than
IS Orbinulles.
imp, paint duet yrs lb n our
.in It, Ihe

• rl

•

41/11f11/11• ••••01 AN 4 1•••11,

ASK US ABOUT OUR ULTRA r CARPET CUSHION WITH A LIFETIME WARRANTY. THE LAST CF SHION YOU'LL EVER HAVE TO BUY.
ape! d•dildhiP Jr most

••

,nf lude r arper

,,r1,14

Ted,

. -.
ongoleummoe,
twit

,

Armstrong
•
p
.
•

• No-Wait. Satin-gloss Finish
•Exclusive Double-Los Inlaid
i System

After
Rebate

Final Cost
Alter Rebate
Reg 16 49

.4 MIL PLASTIC
DROP CLOTH

Reg.
s25.99
• Tough. No-Wax Mirabond •
•
Soda( e
...Fr,- •

•-

ACRYLIC LATEX
CAULK (caso)
10-Year Warranty

SAVE s1.30

As Its

Reg.
791l
ea.

16199 ,sY7

.Remo
from

(Trees to light

•Brush,

film

Masks 20 AVM age

with v
•41,

'

SANDPAP
SAVE
Si

Aluminum Oxide o

$1

12.29
P.1

• Fc

-"`"`

•SO-Tear Warrants
•T lear, White. Parnlable Whose
& Bathroom Tub & tile

re seal(racks oqiciir•
mason,s glass.(era,

•I Se

FRAME & ROLLER
SPECIAL

I

24 oz.

SAVE s3

„ormiga,
Ix.

Value
ss.qa

BETTER ROLLER KIT
SAVE

painting
r rulings. walls
• I %tends to 78"

, s 3.00 Mfr. Rebate when you purr hase

both Pack° produr is. Sale Price After
Rebate '8.98

COMMODORE
STAIN BRUSHES
SAVE UP TO $3
3

$

Brush

499
Reg
17 99

•Revolutionary, all purpose
industrial strength cleaner
and degreaser
•CO•--no• roan-

99
Reg
$799

4- $
84710 3/8- pile

•Contains tray, frame
and roller rover

Brush

PLUS Thermal Insul.
114 99 with the porch
of IM sandpaper 03!

PAINT THINNI
SAVE 53
After Rebate

$2.99 Sale Price
-1.00 Mfr. Rebate

99

$1

Final Cost
After Reb.
Reg 14 99

SCOTT

GOTCHA
COVERED
8' x 12'

DROP
CLOTH

99
Reg
11199

(4'41161

Reg
s7 99

• I oellent for

$3

44722 1/4" pile

$199

52

1 Ii

ri -.41,411011111111
r. ,
•4 Wire frame will Good
yr- hle Roller Cover

SAVE
s1

SAVE
"

BOTH
FOR
99
Retail

11 69

SIMPLE GREEN

painting

• ADJUSTABLE
EXTENSION
POLE

, between wood metal
4
01 ,
latter And,

29
Reg

BEST 9" ROLLER
COVERS

eiient tor

edyngs, walls
• Minimi/ps spatter

Our lowest Pike of the Year

SNAP BLADE
CUTTER

SPRAY
ENAMEL

49th
Reg. 12.91 to 18.99

(JII

Reg
17 99

99
Reg

•Embussed
oopage

BETTER POLYESTER
BRUSHES(.3041)
SAVE UP TO s2

11111110•.#
•Complete 9-piece outfit including lot king
lid with S sur ?ion tube Draws paint direr tls

MASKING TAPE
Pal3C0
by Shuford
(CP83) SPATTER-SHIELD
ROLLER

1088011

2 FOR tit
1100

$ 99

sq.

0

$4.50 $199

SAVE
Si

)9yd.

SILICONE II
CAULK

S399 Sale Price
SAVE -2.00 Mfr. Rebate

-"'"A}Vs'tiiiiia.

1

sq. yd.
Reg.7?
s22.99
•No-Wax, Satin-gloss Finish

GLASS MASK

prime r.rerhArle

4' x 10' S2.99
Re•pcit 'ii

'

VINGS FOR YOUR HOME!
SUPER STAIN SALE!
NEW!
Salim Latex Paint
How & Trio

Exterior flat Liles
Paint House & Trim
ADP

A-100 STAIN
& FINISH
SAVE $5

Latex flat Paint
House & Trim

EXTERIOR SOLID
STAIN ALKYD
SAVE $7

SEMI-TRANSPARENT
STAIN WITH
PRESERVATIVE
SAVE $6

CLEAR WOOD
FINISH WITH
PRESERVATIVE
SAW $7

WWI
RANArkal
..boter.
=1..
1

gal.
Reg.
'18.99

gal
Reg
119 99

WHITE AND 15 "READY
TO GO" COLORS
SEOM

WHITE AND 15 "READY
TO GO" COLORS

Tints s 11.99 gal.

CHSTCHT1

gal
Reg
'15.99

gal
Reg
'21.99

Tints $14.99 gal.

Exterior Gloss Latex
Paint House & Trim

gal.
Reg.
'18.99

POLYURETHANE
FLOOR ENAMEL
SAVE $4

Latex Gloss Paint
House & Trim

gal.
Reg.
'17.99

gal.
Reg.
'18.99

NEW!
AQUATROL
SAVE $5.30

ACRYLIC LATEX
FLOOR ENAMEL
SAVE s3

NEW!
CWF
SAVE $5.30

A-100
Glt
40USE &

TRIP
OUSETF

gal
Reg
'1999

gal.
Reg.
521.99

PACKAGE COLORS ONLY
usfom

• One-c oat hiding easy
to apply long lasting
irs%ists peeling
resists blistering

Tints s14.99 gal.

gal
Reg
'17.99

gal.
Reg
'22.99

SAVE ON Miimp400.4
WER ROLLER
LUS
SAVE $40
$59r

WATER .1111111e2111w
SEAL
SAVE $35

6' COMMERCIAL/
HOUSEHOLD
STEPLADDER

SAVE $5
gal
Reg
'17.99

when sold in
5-gal t an

• Waterproofs
wood «Int tete
hotS masonry
and other
surf at es

EXTERIOR
PAINT REMOVER

SAVE
s30

WEATHERED
WOOD RENEWER

$5
YOUR
CHOICE

LASS MASK

Reg
919 49
Resit:wee

99

SAVE

gal
Reg
s17.99

Si

99
rI

:1116 - 16 Extension Ladder
:1120 - 20 Extension Ladder
:1124 - 24 Extension ladder

Re g
"99

477 -

ladder A'
,
11`

MONSEY MOBILE HOME
ROOF COATING
SAVE OVER s10

Oxide or Garnet
Reg
'229
ea

Reg
ST ‘4,4

PLUS Thermal Insulated Vest for
'1499 with the purchase of 3 packs
ttt IM sandpaper (s39.00 value)

PAINT THINNER
SAVE $3

4
„":

SALE s24.95
• Insulates and repairs asphalt roofs
▪ 1,4„ .iiii
,

.-s.imes and

• Use for thinning
oil-base paint
and general
leaning purposes

-1.00 Mfr. Rebate

INTERIOR STAIN AND VARNISH SALE!
INTERIOR
STAIN

OIL BASE
VARNISH

$15.99 gal.

$16.99 Rai

Reg. s18.99

POLYURETHANE
VARNISH

Reg '18.99

SAVE $2
After Rebate

$4.99 Sale Price
71.00 mfr. Rebate

$!)99
Final Cost
After Rebate
Reg IS 99
11 00 Mir Rebate when you purr haw
TWO 4 10 drop rfoths

$19.99 gal. Reg. s25.99

barns

VOL:DRYLOK

NEW! VIDZE*
POLYSHADES
INTERIOR STAIN &
POLYURETHANE

MASONRY
WATERPROOFER

Final Cost
After Rebate
Reg 4 99

SCOTT

than sues listed

3..er

Reg.'35.00

12.99 Sale Price

GOTCHA
COVERED
8' ). 12'
DROP
CLOTH

$69.99 Re: s8999
$79.99 Reg '9999
$99.99 Reg '11999
$129.99 Reg 115999
$1999. Reg '1499

when sold in
5-el. can

After Rebate

in hasp
e After

Ladder Stabilizer

otiltiom furniture

IN SANDPAPER
Aluminum

:1128 - 28 Extension Ladder

•Restores the beauty and natural
color of exterior wood surfaces
•Ideal for decks, fent es, siding.

• Removes flaking and peeling paint
horn wood, metal or masomv
•Brushes on. rinses off and deans up
with water

I fries lo light film
Masks )O e.er

99

mi Converts to &stepladder 1b-12
extended ladder and 7 other
functional positions including a stairwell ladder overhang ladder
•Some assembly required

SAVE

Urnr.(mint (11r,
if,(ii (Pie rritIir

BLE
ON

LADDER

16'
EXTENSION 1.•
LADDER

SAVE ON Restore

WESTWAY LADDERS!

•Type
(onmerr
ial
ei il
•
( onyerts to a
stepladder
double
stepladder
12-1 2
estended
ladder

•Carries a Type II
Commerrial
duty rating
•Bottom and
top steps are
braced for
added stability

• Prole< ts preserves
waterproofs.
water clean-up
•fspet rally
formulated
for superior
wood
preit(ion

Reg '7495

pplv 1 gal of paint in les% than
owinutles.

3-WAY FLIP-UP
LADDER
SAVE s20

SAVE $25

99

gal.,
Reg
'19.29

Reg.
'19.29

4111L
5W
E
PrN
EWII., ALUMINALM LADDERS

WOOD
PROTECTOR

9

gal
Reg.
s15.99

SAVE s3
Reg.
139.99

99
gal.
Reg.
'16.99

•Softens old
paint and
varnish fast
for easy

removal.
less scraping
• Ready-mixed waterproof paint tor masonry walls

-444

ERZ
TRUCKLOAD
SALE

NEW FALL ARRIVALS
& ALL IN-STOCK PATTERN

30'7

OFF
REG.
PRICE

OFF RIG. PRI( I

Take Them home
Today..
Hang Them

Many
New Patterns
to Choose e
From

Tonight!
LIMITED TO
STOCK
ON HAND.
COME
EARLY FOR
BEST SELECTION.
g ofd .rs double n)III

J

fkage.

kk A.111,able

rvu,'

es Patterns show

navi

tett

VYTRENDS,DECROCOLOR SELECT
SHERWIN-WR.LIAMS
& WALLMATES BOOKS

CLASSIC W
INTERIOR
FLAT CEILING
PAINT

IMPORTED STRING &
GRASS BOOKS

DON'T FORGET THE CEILING!

OFF
REG.
PRICE

SAVE s5

99

ITAL
RALS

gal
Reg
44
•totsant es ,t,Orn loght,r1K
S

over, IT111101

1

ENTIRE WINDOW TREATMENT DEPARTMENT ON SALE!
Choose from over 29(0 Styles and Colors!

•1 .14,1•1 Blond.

al 2 'Arial eland.

IRSCH 1 INCH MINI-BLINDS SALE PRICES

23-

26-

42- 2E0E0
411

rf-

IT

36- 4r

Mk

13 60

3'60 40 9D

29 ED ▪ 12 00 1400 37 20 40 80

44 40

4

11k0

34(1)

fir

3400

3' 20 j 39 60 4210 4140 S200

3' 20 PI 60

--4--

Av eaalt4W Up

0
i
l '•
•7-&
3-1/2" Vertical
0
Blinds
•1'

to 124" hrgh and 14: wide
• 1 Ple•ird Shad,
•Ihtylte
Shade,

Off
REG.
PRICE
ins•tiffii•n of al p'r14- O e.tra

some earodocts

OFF

REG.
PRICE

Pleated Shades
•1/2". Micro Pleated
Shades
• Wood Blinds
• Wood Shutters

IN-STOCK 1"
VINYL BLINDS

104•4114111 414441111111040e3

1143,STOCK SIZ1S
14 /A • I/1

II

',ie., tnis .

it

Reg
'1299

. 111

LILLILL!'

44ao 4e40

54

50,

avadatale in &II stores

r.nr.ra4

gjOel rnows
+-431111101141.4—

.. .1•••••••

,pngeg,

OEF
REC.
PRICE

• Woven Wood Shades

1 Esprit Pleated Shades

60%

• I Pleated Shades •Wood Blinds

•17 Metal Blinds
•1/2" Micro Blinds
• 1" Esprit II Metal Blinds
• 3-1/2" Vertical Blinds
• Woven Wood Shades

OFF
REG.
PRICE

0

• Wood Minds
•1" Pleated Shades
• 1/2" Micro Pleated Shades
• 17 Esprit Pleated Shades

einuallarlort of all prorho Ps •rffi Some prodw'rs mo, not be aiajIh

"Over 1700 Stores to Serve You-

1

RIFVOlYWK.
CNA 11(.0

tallanalle

10 strorei

ASK SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
HOMEOWNERS DO!
Sale Ends September 19th

r'71 E3=

11111111
15.
111

• 1 Riviera Metal
Blinds
• 1/2 Metal Blinds
• vertical Blinds
•In-Siock Metal
Blinds

Ask about our extended payment plan!
41967 The Sherwon-Wilirams Co
.40

VISIT OUR
NEW LOCATION

EVANSVILLE

MADISON VILLE

VINCENNES

811 S. Green River Rd.

101 Sugg St.

309 Main St.

476-4951

821-2067

882.5085

EVANSVILLE

GLASGOW

OWENSBORO

WASHINGTON

417 Happy Valley Shp. Ctr.

Wesleyan Park Plaza

101 E. Main St.

607 Diamond Ave.

651-2061

683-1775

254-4726

HOPKINSVILLE

PADUCAH

535 W. Ninth St.

13th & Broadway

886-3981

443-3616

827 US 31-W. Bypass

JASPER

RUSSELLVILLE

842-9414

Northwood Shp. Ctr.

Bethel Shp. Ctr.

482-4466

726-2681

422-3641

BOWLING GREEN

3fs.4riLLitign
.
nAttle...Itlittoral errors or

art work Sbenvun-WoOrams reserves the %et 3)coneie errorsrtpurrhase Pkrce4 rhav .40 al tome

awmi
4Y

•

